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Executive Summary
Recent events have highlighted the need to balance security with dataset privacy. To improve
this balance, a data owner and data querier should be able to clearly articulate what will
be shared and ensure that only this information is shared. This guarantee should hold even
if one of the parties misbehaves. More precisely, the parties should be able to agree on a
policy for what type of questions should be asked. Then the data querier should only learn
results of allowed queries and no information about irrelevant data. The data owner should
be assured that the policy is properly enforced, but learn nothing about individual queries.
Proper implementation of controlled and private information sharing has multiple use cases
in the U.S. government. Current approaches compromise the privacy needs of either the
data owner or data querier.
Cryptographic approaches can solve this problem in theory. Tools such as multi-party
computation, homomorphic encryption, and symmetric searchable encryption allow parties
to participate in some form of controlled information sharing. These tools have significant
practicality and functionality limitations. The Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity created the Security and Privacy Assurance Research program or SPAR to develop
practical approaches to controlled data sharing.1
This document describes the current state of SPAR Technical Area 1: practical and
private database access. The goal is to allow the data querier to query privately a sensitive
database managed by the data owner. These technologies had a very aggressive performance
goal: no more than five times worse than an unprotected system. Achieving this vision
would be transformative, enabling a wide variety of information sharing applications.
SPAR technology has been developed and evaluated in two settings: a research program
and a pilot demonstration. The original research program developed multiple technologies
with very different approaches. These technologies support various query types common in
database applications. The evaluation contained two major components, evaluating: 1) the
cryptographic security of the underlying technology 2) the performance of the individual
query types on a software prototype. This evaluation used synthetic data and focused on
performance of individual query types. Teams largely succeeded in meeting the aggressive
performance and security requirements. Multiple technologies with strong security had query
response times within three times of an unprotected system for at a 10 terabyte scale for
important query types, faster than the goal set in the program vision.
The original research program could not predict how SPAR technology would perform
in a real use case. There are crucial aspects of any use case that are difficult to predict: 1)
operators’ opinions on the tradeoff between privacy and performance 2) real data’s effect on
performance 3) how the systems would respond to realistic queries 4) what policy controls
need to be enforced.
To answer these questions for a representative and important use case, SPAR technology
was demonstrated in a pilot U.S. Government use case in July 2015.2 U.S. Government opera1
2

In Broad Agency Announcement 11-01 [22].
Information about the use case can be found in [10].

1

tors issued a variety of queries through a web-based query specification interface. Technology
limitations prevented operators from replicating some advanced tasks, but the majority of
tasks were successfully completed. Operators found performance acceptable and the system
usable. Based on these two evaluations, the current state of SPAR technology is:
• Security: SPAR technologies’ achieve strong security with a limited amount of security imperfections. However, SPAR technologies have changed since the last security
evaluation and these changes have not been formally evaluated. In addition, the impact of the security imperfections and the security of the overall system (including the
software) have not been evaluated. Lastly, SPAR technology can enforce the requested
policy, blocking all invalid queries; however, software errors in the enforcement mechanisms may sometimes prohibit operators from receiving responses to valid queries.
• Functionality: SPAR currently implements a large and meaningful subset of traditional
query languages. During the pilot demonstration, SPAR technology was able to answer
most but not all queries requested by government operators. Weaknesses of SPAR are
a lack of unified query language, support for only single table databases, and inefficient
support for updated records.
• Performance: SPAR implementations largely met the performance goal in the original
research program. During the pilot, operators found the performance of SPAR technology acceptable. The current performance of SPAR implementations are sufficient for
a low-load user facing application. Performance is inadequate for high load systems,
multi-user applications.
• Software: More resources have been invested in the underlying technologies than the
software implementations. The software is stable but limited. Many problems experienced during the pilot are attributable to software immaturity rather than problems
with the underlying technologies.
• Usability: Multiple operators expressed that the system was easy to use and that the
user interface was an improvement over current systems. However, the performance of
some SPAR implementations detracted from the usability of the overall system.
SPAR technology promises to enable critical data sharing, balancing the privacy needs of the
data owner and data querier. SPAR technology has been evaluated in both synthetic and
real use cases. It provides strong cryptographic security, continuously growing functionality
with performance adequate for deployment in user facing systems. SPAR technology could
currently be deployed in a very limited use case. Additional research and development is
necessary to support a rich class of use cases. SPAR technology is close to achieving the
aggressive vision set in the original research program.

2

1

Overview

Effective data sharing is critical to the intelligence community mission. Consider the setting
where a data owner holds a large set of sensitive data and a data querier wishes to see a
small subset of this data. IARPA has published application parameters of anonymized use
cases [1]. These use cases include internal government sharing and government/commercial
sharing. In the intelligence community, there are privacy concerns for both parties. The
data owner wants to protect the contents of the data set and retain control over its data.
The data querier wants to hide the requested subset of data.
Simultaneously satisfying both of these privacy concerns is difficult but crucial to executing the intelligence community mission. The parties should agree on a policy for what
type of queries will be answered. Then, the data querier should only learn results of allowed
queries and no information about irrelevant data. The data owner should be assured that
the policy is properly enforced, but learn nothing about individual queries. Data sharing
technology can provide assurances that a data sharing agreement is followed. This technology should provide two types of guarantees: 1) the data is protected from outside observers
and 2) the participants in the data sharing do not learn information beyond the data sharing
agreement.

1.1

Cryptographic Approaches to Information Sharing

There are numerous cryptographic approaches to providing controlled data sharing. Tools
such as multi-party computation [16], fully homomorphic encryption [11], private information retrieval [8] and symmetric searchable encryption [37] allow parties to participate in controlled information sharing. These tools have seen limited adoption due to performance and
functionality limitations. The Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA)
oversaw development of Security and Privacy Assurance Research (SPAR) starting in 2011.3
The goals and definition of the program are in the SPAR Broad Agency Announcement
11-01 [22]. The research program developed privacy-preserving technology in three technical
areas (TA):
• TA-1: Practical Security and Privacy Assurance for Database Access
• TA-2: Homomorphic Encryption for Evaluation of Assured Data Retrieval Functions
• TA-3.1: Privacy Protection in Publish/Subscribe Systems
The common thread between these technical areas is making privacy-preserving datasearch technologies fast and expressive enough for practical use. This document focuses
on technology developed under SPAR TA-1: Practical Security and Privacy Assurance for
Database Access (hereafter called SPAR).4 The goal of SPAR is to allow a data querier to
3

The SPAR program built on IARPA’s Automatic Privacy Protection program (APP) which ran from
2006-2010. APP focused on single field searches for modest size data sets. APP results are included in the
SPAR announcement [22, Appendix E].
4
The two other technical areas are described in Appendix B.

3

ask an expressive set of queries. To satisfy the privacy requirements of both parties, they
engage in an interactive protocol. The data querier should learn only the rows that match
its query and no other information. The data querier should receive no data if its query was
not allowed by policy. The data owner should be assured its policy was enforced.
These technologies had a aggressive performance goal: no more than five times worse than
an unprotected system. This vision was designed to be difficult to meet but transformative
if successful, enabling a wide variety of information sharing applications. To help met this
vision, the SPAR research program introduce a separate database server that is independent
of the data owner and data querier. While security is designed to hold against the database
server, it is crucial that it does not coordinate with either the data owner or data querier.
Choosing an independent party is an important part of the data sharing agreement. We
discuss security provided against the database server in Section 4.1.
Members of MIT LL have written this document to describe the current state of SPAR
technology. The opinions, interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations are those of
MIT LL and are not necessarily endorsed by the United States Government.

1.2

SPAR Research Program

The IARPA Security and Privacy Assurance Research (SPAR) program ran from October
2011 to June 2014. SPAR’s objective was to design and prototype new privacy-preserving
data search technologies fast and expressive enough to use in practice. The program comprised nine research teams who worked on three Technical Areas. Phase 1 of SPAR TA-1,
which ran from October 2011 to March 2013, included four research teams:
SPADE Applied Communication Sciences, Boston University, Rutgers University, University of Texas and Yale University,
Stealth Stealth Software Technologies,
BLIND SEER Columbia University and Bell Laboratories,5
ESPADA IBM Research and the University of California at Irvine.
The latter two teams also participated in phase 2 of SPAR from April 2013 to June 2014.
1.2.1

Program Goals

The SPAR Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) [22] tasked TA-1 teams with designing
and building SQL-style database management systems that simultaneously achieve good
performance at the terabyte scale along with strong security protections that minimize the
information transmitted between three parties: a data owner, a data querier who wishes to
query the data, and a database server that holds the owner’s data in encrypted form and
5

LGS Innovations joined and led this team during the pilot demonstration described in Section 1.4.

4

responds to the querier’s queries. We stress here that the database server does not possess
the decryption key(s) necessary to read the data.
These database management systems needed to allow queriers to issue SQL-style queries
to a database server. The SPAR BAA requested support for up to 11 query types in total
(described in Section 5). Commonly supported types include equality, range, keyword, stem,
and string wildcard/substring queries, as well as boolean combinations of the above types
(and, or, and threshold). Moreover, teams were required to support record-level database
modifications: row insertions, updates, and deletions [44, 55].
Differentiating SPAR from existing commercial database systems is its novel set of 12
security and privacy assurance requirements. We describe these guarantees briefly here and
provide a more detailed description in Section 4.2. First, other than the querier’s ability
to learn responses to its queries, only a small amount of information should be transmitted
between entities. For example, the querier shouldn’t learn about the (number or contents of)
records that do not match the query, and the database server shouldn’t learn the contents of
database records or queriers’ queries. Second, even though the data owner no longer sees the
queriers’ queries, she should be able to restrict the types of queries that queriers can make
on her data. Third, the database contents and indexing data structures should be protected
at rest using a semantically secure encryption scheme, which thwarts inference attacks that
damage the privacy of property-preserving encrypted databases like CryptDB [26, 28].
Collectively, these assurance requirements request a unique balance of security imperfections vs. performance overhead. On the one hand, SPAR TA-1 systems are typically
slower but more secure than commercially-available database software like CryptDB. Conversely, SPAR TA-1 systems are faster but less secure than generic cryptographic primitives
like private information retrieval, secure multi-party computation, and fully homomorphic
encryption (see Appendix B).
1.2.2

Major Accomplishments

In order to meet the security and privacy objectives described above, TA-1 teams designed
two important new primitives. First, they designed cryptographic mechanisms that permit
the database server and querier to collectively traverse an encrypted version of the index
structure that maps search terms to records of interest. These searching mechanisms support
the variety of query types described above, and they only allow a querier to learn the records
that match her query. Second, they designed policy validation mechanisms that the database
server can enforce obliviously, i.e., without ever learning the querier’s query or the owner’s
policy rules.
Although we presented these two primitives separately, we emphasize that SPAR teams
were required to link the two primitives to ensure that the querier submits the same query
to the search and policy validation mechanisms (even though the query is encrypted, so this
link is non-trivial to judge).
SPAR technologies include two main data structures 1) fast mechanisms to look up
record identifiers 2) datastores with encrypted versions of individual database records. SPAR
technologies link these two mechanisms so a querier can look up the relevant records based
5

Team
ACS
Stealth
Columbia/Bell Labs/LGS
IBM/UCI

Index data structure
Prefix tree & B-tree
B-tree
Tree of bloom filters
Inverted index

Main crypto primitive utilized
Conditional oblivious transfer
Private information retrieval
Garbled circuit
Oblivious pseudorandom function

Table 1: Table of the data structures and cryptographic primitives utilized by all four SPAR
teams to perform secure index-based database searches.

on the output of the index structure. Crucially, the querier is only able to decrypt records
that were output by the index structure. Throughout this report we focus on the indexing
mechanisms as they are the main technical advance in the SPAR program.
While all teams were given identical requirements, they designed strikingly different cryptographic protocols. Table 1 demonstrates the variety of data structures and cryptographic
building blocks that the four teams utilized in their encrypted indices (Section 2 summarizes the approaches). This variety strongly benefits potential end users of SPAR technology
because the designs provide several (sometimes subtle) tradeoffs between security and performance during the execution of queries and updates. These tradeoffs exist along multiple
dimensions, for example, the degree to which the secure protocols followed cryptographic
standards and the degree to which performance can be boosted in a distributed cluster
through parallelism.
Furthermore, teams demonstrated the viability of their designs by developing software
that responded to queries. The SPAR BAA required implementations to respond to queries
within a 10× performance factor of a non-privacy-preserving system on a 10 terabyte database
with slow update rates. Teams largely exceeded this goal, answering many queries within a
three times factor of an unprotected baseline during testing. In summary, SPAR technologies met a strong set of assurance requirements at performance levels that do not exist in
other systems. MIT LL believes that the introduction of an independent database server is
a crucial enabler of SPAR technologies’ performance.
1.2.3

Evaluation Results

At the end of each phase of the research program, MIT LL evaluated each SPAR technology.
Assessment reports have been delivered to IARPA [46, 49, 51, 54, 56, 57]. This document
and previous reports are based on two evaluations of SPAR technology: 1) a review of their
cryptographic algorithm’s security guarantees to validate that they met the BAA’s assurance
requirements and 2) an empirical assessment of their software implementation’s correctness,
functionality, and performance to determine if they met the BAA’s efficiency requirements.
Security For the security review, MIT LL first formalized the BAA’s 12 assurance requirements (and the intent behind them, as determined through discussions with IARPA) into
concrete security definitions laid out in our Rules of Engagement [44,55]. These requirements
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are described informally in Section 4. These formal definitions were flexible enough to permit
the teams to research different technologies (see Table 1) rather than enforcing a monolithic
solution. At the end of each phase, MIT LL extensively reviewed the teams’ proofs and arguments using a peer review-style system in order to (1) verify their correctness, (2) validate
that they met the security requirements laid out in the BAA and our Rules of Engagement,
(3) analyze their applicability toward US government use cases of interest, and (4) explain
their operational impact in such use cases in order to help potential end customers decide
which technology is best suited to their needs. Additionally, we supplemented the humanvalidated security assessment with a formal methods review of one team’s algorithm using a
tool called EasyCrypt [2] that uses a satisfiability solver to verify cryptographic arguments
mechanically.
Correctness, Functionality, and Performance For the empirical assessment, each
team spent one week at MIT LL at the end of each phase, during which time MIT LL
precisely and comprehensively measured the performance and functionality of their software
prototype on an isolated cluster. Examples of metrics collected include: correctness, latency,
and throughput of query responses as a function of the query type and number of results returned; correctness and performance of the policy validation mechanism, as a function of the
complexity of the policy; and correctness and atomicity of database modifications [44,45,62].
Our tests were conducted on a set of synthetically-generated databases, queries, and updates
that MIT LL crafted together in order to produce clean result data that can be extrapolated
to situations that our test didn’t originally consider.
Collectively, teams performed very well during testing: each team met most of the assurance requirements laid out in the BAA (falling short on some requirements but exceeding
expectations in others), and teams at the end of phase 2 were able to answer many queries
within a three times factor of a non-privacy-preserving database at a 10 TB scale. We
describe more details about functionality and performance results in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Additionally, we refer interested readers to the full reports to the government at
the end of each phase for even more information [46, 49, 51, 54, 56, 57].

1.3

Limitations of Research Program

The SPAR research program produced four technologies with different strengths and weaknesses. At the end of the research program, it was possible to compare and constrast the
security of the underlying cryptographic technologies. The evaluation used synthetic data
generated along with queries that produced a varied number of results. This evaluation
enabled prediction of system performance for query types based on the size of the data set,
selectivity of individual terms of the query, and the number of results.
Even with these experimental results it is difficult to predict in the applicability of SPAR
technology in actual use cases for several reasons. These reasons are listed in Figure 1.
Figure 1 is not meant to criticize the SPAR research program. Limitations 1-5 are difficult
to overcome without specific use cases. The answers to these questions may vary drastically
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1. The mix of users was not known. It was unknown whether users would find the
functionality and performance sufficient to accomplish their tasks.
2. Testing focused on predicting performance of individual query types. It was unknown
what types of queries operators issue. It was also unknown how the systems would
respond to queries that combine query types. Furthermore, the robustness of each
implementations’ query parsing was not known.
3. The synthetic data generated was clean. It contained no NULL values and the distributions of individual fields were understood and communicated to teams.
4. Teams knew the schemas that would be tested months ahead of time. It was unknown
how much the teams optimized towards these schemas.
5. Policies tested during the research program were synthetic. It was unknown what types
of query policies would be necessary in real use cases.
6. SPAR implementations’ were configured by their respective development teams. It was
unknown how much manual tuning affected system performance and if the systems were
mature enough to be deployed by individuals outside the teams.
Figure 1: Limitations of the SPAR Research Program. These limitations made it difficult to
predict the utility of SPAR technology in use cases.
between use cases. Limitation 6 could have been addressed in the research program, but was
not a priority. The pilot study presented in this document was intended to address these
limitations.

1.4

SPAR Pilot Demonstration

Following the SPAR Research program, IARPA identified SPAR as a promising technology
for transition. As listed in Figure 1 there were many unknowns about how SPAR technology
would perform in actual use cases. IARPA decided to demonstrate the technology in a U.S.
government use case in July 2015, which we call the pilot. This demonstration included the
BLIND SEER, ESPADA, and Stealth technologies from the SPAR research program. This
choice was made by IARPA who also selected an important use case and coordinated with
the data owner and data querier. We defer discussion of this use case to the addendum of this
report [10]. This pilot was designed to address the limitations in Figure 1. The objectives
listed in Figure 2 are each designed to address the corresponding limitation in Figure 1.
As before, MIT LL evaluated each technology in the pilot environment and wrote software
necessary to perform this evaluation. The design of this evaluation is described in Section 3.2.
This document provides an updated assessment of SPAR technology using evidence from
8

1. Understand the users’ opinions about SPAR technology. Is current functionality and
performance sufficient to accomplish their workflow?
2. How would the performance of SPAR technology change with a represent set of queries
combining different SPAR query types? How robust are SPAR implementations to
unknown query syntax?
3. How would the performance of SPAR technology change with real use case data? Real
data is often incomplete and has unique distributional properties.
4. How efficiently do SPAR implementations handle new schemas and data distributions?
5. Are SPAR technologies capable of enforcing the desired policy?
6. Is it possible for outside personnel to configure SPAR implementations?
Figure 2: Main objectives of the SPAR Pilot Demonstration. These objectives are designed
to provide more information on the limitations of the SPAR Research program identified in
Figure 1.
both the research program and pilot demonstrations. This assessment is organized around
by the major aspects of the technology: security (see Section 4), functionality including
policy enforcement (Section 5), performance (Section 6), software maturity (Section 7), and
usability (Section 8).
SPAR teams developed new features during the pilot demonstration. These impact the
overall security and performance of each technology. MIT LL did not perform a security
assessment on the features added during the pilot. Furthermore, empirical testing performed
during the research project has not been replicated on added features. The pilot evaluation
was focused on a single use case and was not as extensive as the research program evaluations.

1.5

Pilot Results

U.S. government personnel found SPAR technology usable and the performance acceptable
(see Section 8).6 SPAR technology performed slower than their current systems. However,
they felt that SPAR technology could provide them with access to new data sources that
are not currently available. MIT LL concurs with this assessment. It would be difficult to
install SPAR in a current data sharing application as users would only experience inferior
performance and the privacy gains would be invisible. However, users are willing to accept
6

Users interacted with SPAR technology through a web-based user interface designed by MIT LL. During
the pilot environment, sensitivity concerns prevented operators from interacting with a control unprotected
database application. It is possible that users’ positive opinion is largely due to the user interface. This issue
is discussed further in Section 3.2.
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degraded performance if it grants new, novel intelligence sources.
During and after the pilot demonstration, MIT LL gathered information about the security, functionality, performance, usability and software maturity of SPAR technologies and
implementations:
• Security (Section 4): The security evaluation in the pilot focused on the current capacity of SPAR implementations to enforce data controls. The pilot did not cover
cryptographic security of the underlying technology nor the impact of their security
imperfections. Each implementation was able to enforce some but not all of the desired
data-control policy. MIT LL believes that these limitations are implementation issues
and not due to defects in the underlying technology.
• Functionality (Section 5): Operators were able to issue a large variety of queries using
query types commonly available in unprotected systems. SPAR technology was capable of executing the majority of queries requested by operators. However, multiple
operators asked to execute queries that are not currently supported by SPAR technology. The pilot was conducted using static data, but inserts of up to 1, 000, 000 records
were performed after the pilot. Additional work is needed to support millions of new
records per day in the demonstrated use case.
• Performance (Section 6): Operators found the performance of SPAR technology acceptable. The technology performed on average slower than an unprotected system
but occasionally outperformed an unprotected system. Interestingly, operators found
consistent response times to be more important than the mean response time. Being
able to predict how long a query would take helped operators to plan their workflow
and incorporate the technology into their workflow.
• Software (Section 7): The pilot demonstration was the first time that SPAR technology was deployed by individuals outside of the respective development teams. SPAR
software implementations are stable but less mature than the underlying cryptographic
technology. Numerous problems experienced during the pilot are attributable to software defects. The pilot gave the teams valuable feedback that will mature their software.
• Usability (Section 8): Multiple operators expressed that the system was easy to use
and that the user interface was an improvement over current systems. However, the
performance of some SPAR implementations detracted from the usability of the overall
system.
This demonstration included three SPAR technologies. The body of the document compares
and contrasts the three approaches, more detailed results for each team are included in
Appendix F. MIT LL believes that each evaluated technology has different strengths and
weaknesses and none is clearly stronger than the others. The optimal choice depends on
the specific use case and the priorities of stakeholders. Throughout this document, to avoid
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giving the impression of an explicit order between technologies, they are always presented
in alphabetical order. Also we refer to each team’s underlying technology and their current
software implementation by the same name. However, we distinguish between problems in
the underlying technology and the software implementation.
BLIND SEER BLIND SEER was the only SPAR implementation that successfully rejected all queries that should have been rejected based on policy. However, it also rejected
a large number of valid queries, likely due to software parsing limitations. How quickly
BLIND SEER responded to queries depended heavily on the entropy of data fields and network characteristics. BLIND SEER had a very large variability in query-response time, with
some queries taking hours to complete. This variability made it difficult for operators to use
the system because they did not know when queries would complete. Additionally, there
were some limitations in parsing queries, but these problems appear to be fixable and not
related to the underlying technology. The BLIND SEER team describes their experience
in [21].
ESPADA ESPADA quickly responded to queries in a specific form called ESPADA normal
form. However, responses were much slower for queries not in this form. This led to ESPADA having significant variation in query-response times, based on the form of the queries.
ESPADA had the fastest “best-case” performance of the three SPAR implementations and
optimized well for specific types of queries. ESPADA’s policy enforcement focused on the
structure of the query. This meant that ESPADA was not capable of enforcing all policy
rules. The ESPADA system had strong atomicity properties, resulting in a slower update
rate than other systems. Lastly, ESPADA had some parsing issues, though these appeared
to be fixable. The ESPADA team describes their experience in [34].
Stealth The Stealth software was easy to setup and configure, and was stable and accurate
throughout the demonstration. How quickly Stealth handled queries was largely determined
by the number of records being returned. Its performance was consistent and fast throughout
the pilot. Stealth’s ability to reject queries based on policy was based on black-listing, and
therefore Stealth was not capable of enforcing all of the requested policy rules. The Stealth
team describes their experience in [38].

1.6

Current Status of SPAR Technology

The SPAR research program and the 2015 SPAR pilot demonstration are the important steps
towards a mature, fieldable capability for SPAR. The SPAR pilot demonstration informed
the reception SPAR would likely receive from a user community as well as the challenges of
deploying SPAR in an operational context. The security of SPAR technologies was evaluated
and verified in the SPAR research program.
SPAR technology has taken steps away from being “researchware” and towards being
a mature technology ready for an enterprise deployment. During the pilot demonstration,
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SPAR implementations were deployed by MIT LL instead of its operators, tested on an
unknown and real data schema, and supported real operators queries successfully. It is
possible that current SPAR implementations could be sufficient for a limited use case. Such
a use case would be subject to a number of constraints, including:
• A single table schema, since SPAR does not currently support joins. (Teams have
begun working on this problem [21, 34].)
• An immutable schema. Unlike traditional relational databases, SPAR does not support
schema changes after ingest.
• How each field might be included in queries must be anticipated and immutable indices
must be specified prior to ingest.
• A simple policy to enforce that is applied to all users.
• Tolerance for functionality and performance degradation when policy enforcement is
enabled.
• Modest insert rate (all implementations struggle to support update rates of millions of
records per day).
• High tolerance for performance degradation as additional records are inserted, since
there is no mechanism to integrate inserted records into the primary data structure
used by each implementation.
• Authentication is either not required, or could be implemented in a user interface “front
end.” (It would be preferable if it were integrated with cryptographic protocols.)
• Access control either enforced at the network level (e.g., IPSEC) or implemented in
a user interface “front end” (It would be preferable if it were integrated with cryptographic protocols.)
• Only one user at a time, since the software doesn’t currently support concurrent querier
connections.
• Specialized IT support requirements to deploy and maintain the system that are not
consistent with customary and/or best IT practices for enterprise systems.
• Depending on the technology selected, interactive real-time queries may be very difficult to integrate into operator workflow due to the variability of query response times.
• Limited support for auditing of queries and results.
This list describes current limitations of SPAR technologies (and their corresponding implementations). While this list of limitations is long, it represents a fraction of the challenges
that existed when the SPAR program began. Some of these problems have well understood
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engineering solutions. Some problems require significant new research. If there was an urgent national need for an immediate deployment of SPAR technology, it would be possible
to field this capability subject to the above constraints. However, to make SPAR technology
more generally applicable, additional work is necessary to resolve the remaining research and
engineering challenges. In the next section, we identify improvements which we believe will
have the most impact on the readiness of SPAR technology focusing on the improvements
needed to support the use case of the 2015 SPAR pilot demonstration.

1.7
1.7.1

The Path Forward
Recommended Extensions

The SPAR pilot identified two major shortcomings in the current state of SPAR technology.
The first is the support for multiple simultaneous policies. These policies should be enforced
based on user identity. The second is the ability to support high modification rates in an
efficient manner. These two extensions are necessary for any sustained deployment. While
these extensions were identified as a result of the 2015 SPAR pilot demonstration they are
much more broadly applicable, and would be essential to any enterprise deployment of the
technology. To fulfill these extensions we recommend the following extensions:
For Sustained Deployment
Query language Current SPAR systems systems do not answer queries according to
a well-defined standard. Different implementations have different parsing limitations. During both the research program and pilot demonstration, these limitations led to SPAR implementations interpreting queries in ways that were not
anticipated by MIT LL (see Section 5.2). For SPAR to be widely used, it is necessary to have a well-defined language for what type of questions can be answered.
Ideally, this language should be based on a well defined standard such as SQL.
Query policy language Currently SPAR systems have different policy capabilities
and specification. Furthermore, specifying SPAR policies is a manual and arduous
process. As an example, specifying three simple business rules required over 600
rules in the ESPADA implementation. A uniform policy specification language
and process will greatly simplify SPAR deployment.
Multi-user support Current SPAR technologies are designed for a single querier
interacting with a single encrypted database. In order to deploy the technology,
the underlying cryptography must support multiple queriers accessing the machine
simultaneously. This also means users must have cryptographically restricted
views of the overall structure. This involves significant changes to underlying
SPAR technologies and implementations. Different approaches may be more or
less amenable to these changes.
Multi-policy support Current SPAR implementations support a single policy. With
the addition of multiple queriers accessing a SPAR database it is important to
correctly identify each querier and set the policy based on the querier’s identity.
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Auditing SPAR query policy is used to ensure proper query behavior. However, auditing of querier and owner behavior is necessary to satisfy policy. Developing
specialized auditing for SPAR is important as most behavior is private. The
primary purpose of auditing is to provide oversight with a way to verify the cryptographic protections of SPAR and to provide confidence their policy specification
was complete.
Improved Update Support Current SPAR implementations place updated records
into separate less efficient data structures. The pilot use cases for SPAR technology has a high update rate where a large fraction of data is inserted (or replaced)
each day. SPAR technology needs to improve support for updates, inserts and
deletes.
Simplification of software deployment Current implementations are deployed using custom scripts that require multiple manual steps. Software should be deployed through package management (apt-get, yum) that can download any dependencies, install the product and then start it with a default configuration.
Necessary to Support Advanced Use Cases
Name Variations/Fuzzy Name Matching Real database applications are error
prone and data is often erroneous. Names often have multiple spellings and are
entered incorrectly. To support real data, SPAR should develop query types including 1) stemming optimized for names 2) fuzzy matching specialized towards
names.
Support for Relational Data Current SPAR technologies assume a single table
database. Many use cases have relational data and queries combine these data
sources in interesting ways. Research is necessary to provide secure implementations of database joins.
1.7.2

Remaining Evaluation

The pilot demonstration decreased uncertainty about deploying SPAR technology in the
demonstrated use case. However, there are several aspects of SPAR technology that are
still unknown. MIT LL recommends the following evaluation be performed before SPAR
technology is deployed for a sustained period of time.
Verification of new features The security of SPAR technologies was evaluated at the
end of the SPAR research program. All teams have developed significant new features
whose security is unknown. The security of these features must be evaluated. In
addition, the empirical evaluation of SPAR implementations should be updated to
include all current features.
Configuration SPAR technology has only been configured by subject matter experts (see
Section 7). The usability of SPAR implementations’ configuration should be evaluated.
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This involves working with system administrators to setup and configure SPAR for a
real use case. Consideration should be given to the implications of incorrect configurations. Additionally, administrators should configure implementations using multiple
hardware platforms to determine resource bottlenecks.
Impact of leakage SPAR technologies have several security imperfections (see Section 4).
These security imperfections allow malicious actors to learn some statistics about the
underlying data. A malicious actor may be able to combine information gained from
these statistical priors with outside information to compromise privacy guarantees. The
impact of these imperfections is application dependent but should be studied prior to
a sustained deployment.
System security MIT LL evaluated the design of SPAR underlying cryptography. A full
SPAR system should be evaluated too including the software itself. Software should
be checked for consistency with described protocols and general software security.

1.8

Organization

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview
of the BLIND SEER, ESPADA, and Stealth approaches. Section 3 describes the test design
and desired metrics for both the research program and the pilot demonstration. Sections 4,
5, 6, 7, and 8 describe the current state of the security, functionality, performance, software
maturity, and usability of SPAR technology respectively.
In the appendices, we provide supplemental information. Appendix A provides a glossary
of terms used in this document. Appendix B describes the other SPAR technical areas that
were not evaluated in the pilot. Appendix C lists the datasets and queries used in the SPAR
research program. Appendix D describes the unclassified environment used to prepare the
implementations for the pilot demonstration and some testing after the pilot demonstration.
Appendix E compares the testing that was performed in the SPAR research program and
the SPAR pilot. Appendix F provides additional detail on the pilot demonstration results
for BLIND SEER, ESPADA, and Stealth. Lastly, Appendix ?? contains documents that are
referenced in this report.
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(a) BLIND SEER

(b) ESPADA

(c) Stealth

Figure 3: Visualization of SPAR technology indexing approaches. a) BLIND SEER builds
an encrypted tree of Bloom filters that can be jointly traversed by querier and database
server. b) ESPADA looks up set of records matching first term using inverted index. Each
record that matches first term is then checked against remaining of Boolean formula using
forward indices. and c) Stealth creates a separate B-tree structure for each searchable field.
Tree is jointly traversed by querier and database server to find pointers to encrypted records.

2

Synopsis of SPAR Technologies

This section provides a brief introduction to the underlying approach of the three SPAR
technologies discussed in this report. We concentrate on the primary index structure of each
technology. The high level design choices described in this section effect all aspects of the
technology. This section has two goals: 1) review of the basic approach and capabilities
of each technology and 2) provide enough context to interpret the results in the following
sections. Figure 3 contains a visualization of each approach to be used as a reference for the
rest of this section.

2.1

BLIND SEER

We now present a brief overview of the BLIND SEER approach. More detailed information
can be found in academic publications [9, 27], BLIND SEER technical reports [21, 39], or
the MIT LL evaluations produced in the SPAR research program [49, 56]. BLIND SEER
constructs an index consisting of an encrypted search tree. The leaves of this tree correspond
to the individual records and contain all the searchable keywords from that record. Internal
nodes contain a Bloom filter storing the set of all keywords stored in their descendants. A
boolean query (e.g., A AND B) can be executed as follows:
• Beginning at the root, check to see if the Bloom filter of the current node contains the
keywords being searched for in the query. If not, terminate the search.
• If so, visit all the children of the node recursively for the same check until the leaf
nodes are reached.
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• Return all leaf nodes containing the searched for keywords.
To additionally support range queries, the set of keywords in the leaf nodes is extended to
include special range keywords. Negation is supported by creating ranges of values excluding
the negated item.
Performing the queries as described above would leak both the query and the data to
the server performing the search. Instead, the Bloom filters are encrypted to protect their
content and the Bloom filter check is performed using Yao’s Garbled Circuits [65] between
the client and server. This allows one to check membership in a Bloom filter while hiding
the content of the Bloom filter and the value being sought. Now the client and server can
together traverse the search tree as before, with the server only learning the search pattern
of which tree nodes are visited by the search, but not the keywords contained in those nodes
or the search terms.
BLIND SEER also supports modifications (which includes inserts, deletes, and updates)
within their secure index. Inserts are handled creating a separate blank Bloom Filter tree.
This approach limits the total number of insert operations that can be performed. Deletions
are handled by marking the corresponding nodes as deleted. Updates are implemented as
an insertion and a deletion.

2.2

ESPADA

This section provides a brief overview of the ESPADA approach. More detailed information
can be found in academic publications [6, 7, 23], ESPADA technical reports [30–33], or the
MIT LL evaluations produced in the SPAR research program [51, 57]. ESPADA’s primary
structure is an expanded inverted index. In the basic scheme, without factoring in security,
they store two different indexes. The first is an inverted index which maps between keywords and document identifiers and the second is a index between document identifiers and
keywords contained within. In order to do a conjunctive search, the server looks up in the
first index for the keyword in the conjunction that has the least matching documents. For
each of the documents that matches the keyword, the server checks to see if the rest of the
terms of the query are matched. If they do, that particular document is returned as part of
the query. To prevent leakage about the data stored to the server, the records are encrypted
and the document ids permuted using a pseudo-random function. The keys are only given
to the server to decrypt the entries in the second index if they are being searched for.

2.3

Stealth

This section presents a synopsis of the Stealth approach. More detailed information can be
found in Stealth technical reports [40–43], or the MIT LL evaluation produced in the SPAR
research program [54]. Stealth’s primary data structures are B-trees and linked list. A Btree and linked list is constructed for every data field. We focus on searching over a single
data field. We describe how to perform a range search (all other queries are expressed as
range searches). The leaves of a B-tree point to records in the corresponding linked list. The
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linked list contains pointers to the encrypted records of the table. The B-tree is traversed
with the start of the range to obtain a pointer in the linked list. This pointer is the start of
valid records for this query. The B-tree is then traversed again to obtain a second pointer
in the linked list. This pointer is the end of valid records for this query. To hide the client’s
queries and ensure the client only obtains proper records, the B-trees are traversed using
private information retrieval and the linked list is traversed using a shared-input, shared
output pseudorandom function.
Stealth technology only handled searching over a single field during the SPAR research
program. Support for Boolean queries was added during the pilot program. Stealth provided
MIT LL with a short summary of this protocol. Each B-tree is searched separately and the
records are combined using private set intersection and set union protocols.
Updates are handled by constructing separate tree structures for updated records. New
records are handled by batch processing, simplifying the construction of the data structures.
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3

Test Format and Methodology

This section describes the methodology for the assessment in this report. As described in the
overview, this report is based on two separate evaluations: (1) the original research program
and (2) the pilot demonstration. This section describes the methology for both tests.

3.1

Research Program

During the TA-1 research program, SPAR teams designed novel cryptographic algorithms to
perform privacy-preserving database searches of common SQL queries at scale. At the end
of each phase of the program,7 MIT LL conducted two major evaluations of their technology.
First, MIT LL formalized the informational security goals in the SPAR BAA. SPAR
teams proved security of their protocols with respect to these formal security goals. Then,
SPAR teams produced complete written descriptions of their cryptographic algorithms and
proofs. Lincoln analyzed these documents in detail following a peer-review style with multiple
readers per report. Our goals were to ensure that the proofs were correct (akin to a journal
review) and also that the proved guarantees meet the lower bounds specified in the BAA [22]
and Lincoln’s Rules of Engagement [44, 55]. Our final reports to the government at the end
of each phase provide guidelines as to the best fit for each technology within envisioned US
government use-cases. We defer more details about our security evaluation to Section 4.
Second, SPAR teams provided demonstration software to provide evidence that their
technology was fast and expressive enough for tech transition. MIT LL evaluated these
prototype implementations for functionality (Section 5), correctness (Section 5.2) and performance (Section 6). In this section, we catalog the metrics captured during the testing
periods, the test methodology we followed to acquire these metrics, and the synthetic data
used in our tests.
3.1.1

Metrics Gathered

In this section, we describe the specific metrics gathered during query and policy testing.
Query tests This section describes the procedure by which we evaluated the correctness
and performance of queries. The query set used for testing is described in Appendix C. To
isolate the running time of a query from that of a policy authorization, all tests in this section
operate without policy enforcement (i.e., using a policy that simply accepts all queries).
First, we define two metrics for the correctness of queries. Query precision is the probability that a record matches the query given that it was returned. It is calculated as the
number of true positives (records that match the query and are correctly returned by the
SPAR implementation) divided by the total number of records returned by the implementation. Additionally, query recall is the probability that a record is returned given that
7

Specifically, phase 1 testing occurred during December 2012-February 2013, and phase 2 testing occurred
during January 2014.
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it matches the query; it is calculated as the number of true positives divided by the total
number of records that match the query.8
Second, we define two metrics that describe the performance of queries. We note that
query performance is a function of several variables, including query type and complexity
(i.e., what the SQL where clause says), result set size, and the amount of information about
matching records to return to the querier (i.e., what the SQL select clause says). As a result,
we measure query performance for several different settings of these variables. Choosing the
proper set of variables is made more complicated by the fact that the decision depends on
the SPAR team: as an example, BLIND SEER’s performance on conjunction queries is a
function of the size of the most selective clause whereas ESPADA’s performance on the same
queries is a function of the size of the first clause.
Concretely, query latency measures the amount of time (in seconds) required to answer
a single query. The measurement starts when all previous queries have been answered and
the test harness is ready to send the next query command. Measurement ends when the test
harness receives the last byte of decrypted result from the querier.
Additionally, query throughput measures the number of queries the prototype implementation can, on average, answer in one second. In order to test query throughput, the test
harness will send a test script containing n queries to the SPAR implementation as fast as
possible (i.e., the test harness will send another command as soon as the querier indicates
that it is ready to accept one). The query throughput is computed by dividing n by the
number of seconds that elapsed between the test harness scheduling the first command and
the querier receiving all of the decrypted query results (in any order).
Note that these two metrics start measuring time when the test harness is ready to send a
command to the SPAR implementation. However, the test harness will not actually submit
a query until the SPAR implementation reports that it is ready to receive one. As a result,
if a SPAR implementation requires a delay before accepting a new query (e.g., if it first
performs some pre-computing work that is independent of the query), then our timer may
begin before the test harness actually sends a query.
Policy tests This section describes the process by which we evaluated query authorization
policy mechanisms. As before, we wish to measure accuracy and performance. Because
policies are expected to be relatively static, the amount of time required to initialize a
policy is uninteresting. Instead, our tests load different policies into a SPAR implementation
and then measure their effect on the correctness and performance of subsequent queries in
‘latency’ mode.
The set of queries used in this test is relatively small, as the test is purely meant to
confirm that all policy functionality is working as expected. The critical feature of our query
set is that, for each policy being tested, some of the queries are compliant with the policy
and some are not.
Because each technology supports a substantially different class of policies (see Section
8
The “ground truth” for the records that match a query is recorded by our data & query generator, and
it is verified later by our baseline database software. Both software packages are described in Section 3.1.2.
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5.4 for details), our tests are specific to each technology. We ensured that our test policies collectively utilize all of the interesting features supported by each technology, such as
white/blacklists on specific fields or values, checking that a property holds for each clause of
a disjunctive normal form (DNF) formula, and so forth.
We calculate two metrics from our tests. Policy precision is the probability that a query
does not conform to the policy given that it was rejected. It is calculated as the number of
true positives divided by the sum of true and false positives (as defined in Table 4). Policy
recall is the probability that a query is rejected given that it does not conform to the policy.
It is calculated as the number of true positives divided by the sum of true positives and false
negatives.
We also measure query latencies. Because our policy tests execute a relatively small
number of queries, we do not anticipate that the query latency information gathered here
will be as expansive as the information collected in the query-specific tests above. Instead,
our intent here is to observe the difference in running time for a query when a policy is active
and when it is not. We analyze this overhead as a function of policy complexity.
Modification and verification tests Finally, Lincoln evaluated the SPAR implementations’ ability to handle database modifications and verification checks by the data owner.
All types of modifications (insertions, updates, and deletions) were tested for correctness
and performance in both ‘latency’ and ‘throughput’ modes. Special query sets were run
before and after the modification in order to detect the change to the database. Verification
tests were executed similarly. Finally, we performed atomicity tests to ensure that database
modifications were performed reliably.
In the interest of brevity, this this report omits the results of modification and verification
testing during the research program. Modification test results were mostly subsumed and
improved by the results of SPAR Pilot testing, and verification tests results were straightforward and uninteresting. We refer interested readers to Lincoln’s reports at the end of each
phase for details on modification and verification testing.
3.1.2

Test Methodology

All tests during the SPAR research program were conducted at MIT Lincoln Laboratory.
The tests ran on hardware that we architected specifically for SPAR testing, and they were
instrumented using software that we prepared beforehand. MIT LL also produced the synthetic databases and queries used during testing. This section describes MIT LL’s test procedure and the rationale behind our decisions. We refer interested readers to our published
materials [20, 62] for more details.
Test Environment Our test environment incorporated commodity hardware that was
specifically chosen to model a database setup on a local area network. It purposely has
powerful computational and networking specs to be amenable to the resource-hungry SPAR
technologies. Concretely, our environment contained five Dell PowerEdge R710 servers with:
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Figure 4: SPAR research program’s test framework (showing one implementation). This
flow diagram denotes the sequence of execution of the various components of MIT LL’s test
framework along with the data products produced by each component.
• Two hex-core Intel Xeon X5650 processors (12 cores total) that could quickly perform
the heavy cryptographic operations in the SPAR technologies.
• 96 GB of RAM so that the encrypted index mechanisms could fit entirely inside RAM
and thus be faster to search.
• Two separate gigabit ethernet adaptors. One network was used exclusively by the test
team to coordinate the testing and gather data, and the other one was used exclusively
by the SPAR implementations. The isolation ensured that our test harness did not
interfere with their network latency.
• Hardware RAID controllers to connect to data arrays of up to 50 TB in a RAID5
configuration. Although the largest database we tested was 10 TB in size, extra storage
was required because (1) encrypted data can take up more space than its corresponding
plaintext data and (2) temporary disk space is needed during index generation.
All servers ran the Ubuntu 12.04LTS operating system.
Test Framework Our assessment framework for TA-1 is shown in Figure 4. We developed
the framework based upon three primary guidelines. First, we wanted to capture comprehensive measurements for query latency and throughput at the 10 TB scale with minimal
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overhead. Second, we needed to consider the unique difficulties of testing privacy-preserving
systems; for example, encrypted communications between parties precluded the test framework from performing traffic inspection. Third, we wanted to automate as much of the
testing procedure as possible in order to maximize human time available. To achieve these
goals, our framework contains the following components:
• Our data generator built artificial but realistic-looking data corresponding to people’s
names, addresses, birthdays, etc. based upon data from the US Census Bureau [59, 60]
and Project Gutenberg [29] in a repeatable fashion. Additionally, our query generator
designed queries that were well-distributed among several variables of interest, such
as the number of records returned. These queries were partitioned into test scripts
based on the genre of query executed (keyword, boolean, range, etc.) and the expected
number of results for each query. See Section 3.1.3 and Appendix C for details.
• In order to provide an “off-the-shelf” non-privacy-preserving database as a baseline for
comparison, we installed the MySQL (in phase 1) and MariaDB (in phase 2) opensource database systems in our test environment. Record caching was disabled on the
baseline systems to provide for a better comparison.
• Our test harness actuated and monitored the SPAR implementation and baseline systems. It used the previously-generated test scripts to coordinate the execution of
queries and database updates. Detailed, timestamped outputs were saved in test logs.
We optimized the test harness’ performance so that it could handle massive string I/O
with minimal CPU, RAM, and disk usage.
The test harness contained two pieces, called client-harness and server-harness,
which operated on the same machines as the data querier and owner software, respectively. The client-harness kicked off the test and fed queries to the querier software.
The server-harness fed modification requests to the owner software. The two harness
pieces coordinated their execution by communicating over an isolated network.
• Before each test, our test orchestrator automated the procedure of installing the SPAR
implementation software and test harness (with the appropriate test script) on each
Dell R710 machine. After the harness indicated that a test completed, the orchestrator
automatically stopped the implementation software and archived all test logs.
• Our report generator automated the post-test process of analyzing the test logs to
produce a human-readable report. Indeed, many of the figures in Section 6.1 of this
report were automatically generated by our report generator software. It pulled data
from a common SQLite database into which the results of prior steps were inserted.
Test Execution One week each was allocated per SPAR implementation for testing. Each
SPAR team was provided with remote access to our test environment 1-4 weeks before their
test for database ingestion and indexing. Then, a subset of each team traveled to Lincoln
for one week of query, modification, and policy testing.
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To properly characterize SPAR implementations, our assessment framework executed
each query test script twice: in a latency mode in which the harness fed one query at a time
to the implementation software, and in a throughput mode in which the harness sent queries
as quickly as possible to measure the degree of parallelization of SPAR implementations.
Lincoln also executed test scripts for modification testing during the research program, but
we omit those results as they are largely subsumed and improved during SPAR Pilot testing.
Risk Mitigation During the research program, SPAR implementations had a “researchware” quality (see Section 7) and often failed in unpredictable ways. As such, we employed
five mechanisms to increase the likelihood of acquiring useful data during the testing period:
1. Provided all SPAR teams with remote access to portions of our test environment for
several months.
2. Conducted a formal risk reduction activity 1-2 months prior to testing, during which
we conducted a minimal test using our test harness in order to reduce the likelihood
of errors during the final testing period.
3. Executed a smoke test script comprising a small set of queries that span the types of
queries that would be executed during the full test, in order to expose problems early
in the test week and give teams adequate time to develop patches.
4. Manually cataloged all test events (especially anomalous ones) to help the implementation teams realize when an error occurred and to help the Lincoln test team determine
which test results should be discarded.
5. Used the automated report generator during the testing period to visualize and identify
anomalies without having to manually search through test artifacts; this sped up the
process of diagnosing bugs and configuration issues.
3.1.3

Synthetic Test Datasets

Table 2 shows the 9 different database sizes on which we conducted testing. The singletable databases differ in their number of records and the width of their schema. The precise
schemas are detailed in Table 17 in Appendix C. For the discussion in this section, it suffices
to state that the schema contains a unique identifier id field, several small fields of various
data types (dates, enums, integers, and strings). The ‘wider’ databases with 105 byte record
sizes also contain variable-length searchable string fields (called notes) of up to 10 KB in
size and an unsearchable binary blob field (called fingerprint) of up to 100 KB in size.
All 9 databases have a common data generation proedure. MIT LL produced synthetic
databases consistent with the schemas based upon data from Project Gutenberg [29] for
all notes fields, random data in the fingerprint field, and data from the US Census
Bureau [59, 60] for all other fields. Databases with the 102 row schema were generated in
the same manner with a reduced set of fields populated by the US Census Bureau data.
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Approx DB Size (bytes)
100 MB
1 GB*
10 GB
10 GB
100 GB
100 GB
500 GB*
1 TB*
10 TB

# of Records
106
104
108
105
106
109
5 · 106
107
108

Approx Record Size (bytes)
102
105
102
105
105
102
105
105
105

Table 2: Database configurations. Rows with an asterisk (*) were only tested in Phase 1.
Rows with the smaller 102 byte/row schema were only tested in Phase 2.
For repeatability, data generation was parameterized by a single random seed; this allowed
SPAR teams to generate identical databases to ours and thus obviated the need to transmit
large data sets. Data generation for the largest (10 TB) database took 9 hours to complete
on the Dell R710 machines in the test environment.
MIT LL’s query generator supported two types of select clauses: either it would simply
request the unique id field (by requesting select id) or it would request the entire record
contents (a select * query). To understand the difference between these two queries, recall
that SPAR implementations have small encrypted indices that fit in RAM and large datastores on disk for unstructured data (mainly the fingerprint field). A select id query
typically can be answered from the index structure alone, whereas a select * query requires
following pointers from the index structure to the relevant portions of the unstructured datastore. Hence, by collecting performance metrics for both types of select queries, MIT LL
can compare the performance of the two types of data structures used in SPAR technologies.
Additionally, our query generator built where clauses over all fields in this schema except
for the fingerprint blob. However, all teams requested some limitations on the fields (or
combinations of fields, in the case of a conjunction query) that were allowed to be searchable
during their tests. As a result, MIT LL customized the query set for each implementation
to comply with their limitations. Additionally, the where clauses produced by our query
generator finely balanced two needs: (1) executing queries of all query types, record set
sizes, and all other variables that were deemed to be of interest and (2) calibrating the
number of queries so they could reasonably complete in 2-3 days, based upon query-response
speeds observed during the risk-reduction period, so that teams could reasonably expect to
complete their testing within one week even with some time reserved for debugging.
A concrete description of the full set of queries is presented Appendix C. Intuitively,
to balance these two goals, we skewed our query set to contain several queries that were
fast (e.g., had a small number of matching records) and a smaller number of slow queries;
nevertheless, our distribution was calibrated to ensure that best-fit curves could be appropriately drawn. For example, all queries in our test set were executed in the faster select
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id mode, whereas only some queries were repeated in the slower select * mode (cf. the
distribution of data points in Figure 9 in Section 6). Additionally, all of the queries were run
in latency mode, whereas we only executed some of the queries in throughput mode. Each
throughput test script only queries that return between 0 and 100 records so that a strong
SPAR implementation would benefit from supporting parallelism between queries and not
just parallelism within a query.

3.2

Pilot Demonstration

This section presents the methodology for the SPAR pilot test. The three SPAR implementations were evaluated in two separate environments. The pilot testing focused more
on the usability of SPAR technologies. The metrics collected are at a higher level than the
research testing. Furthermore, testing in the pilot environment focused on the aspects of
that environment that were unique and could not be replicated in synthetic tests. Testing
took place in two environments described below:
Risk Reduction Environment The three SPAR implementations were first evaluated
in an unclassified cloud environment developed at MIT LL. This environment allowed us to
understand the installation and configuration process for each implementation. During June
2015, MIT LL performed a risk reduction test where MIT LL deployed and configuration
each SPAR implementation. The implementations were then connected to the MIT LL test
infrastructure. Test personnel then issued a few basic queries, performed inserts/deletes,
and configured policy enforcement. We call this environment the risk reduction environment
and describe it in Appendix D. After this, IARPA and MIT LL jointly decided to include
all three technologies in the pilot demonstration.
Pilot Environment The pilot demonstration took place in a classified virtualized cloud
environment known as commercial cloud services (C2S). This environment used an Amazon
web services (AWS) backend. The data and use case are described in the addendum to this
document [10].
In this pilot demonstration, MIT LL asked genuine database operators to use and provide
feedback on the three SPAR technologies. MIT LL then performed automated testing on
each SPAR implementation. To provide more context for understanding the findings in this
document, Appendix E presents findings from the previous research program conducted on
SPAR technology.
In order to gain a better understanding of the capabilities and limitations of each SPAR
technology, the pilot demonstration included each of the following. Time in the pilot environment was limited; some testing was done in the risk reduction environment and is noted
below.
• Live operator testing to collect user-sentiment data and operator-created queries
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Figure 5: SPAR Pilot test apparatus (showing one SPAR implementation).
• Automated testing on basic database operations – query time, insert time and accuracy,
and delete time and accuracy9
• Automated testing on query-checking policy10
This report also describes MIT LL’s experience deploying each SPAR implementation
(Section 7). This section is based on MIT LL evaluation personnel’s anecdotal experience in
both environments.
3.2.1

Test Apparatus and Management

This subsection describes the environment in which the SPAR software was tested in order
to provide context for understanding the testing results.
The overall architecture for the test environment can be found in Figure 5 which illustrates
the system concept for a single-implementation system in the SPAR pilot test environment.
The SPAR database, a web server, a database server, and an update server were hosted in
a cloud.11 These systems were managed by the MIT LL test manager, located at MIT LL,
9

Delete timing and accuracy were performed in the risk reduction environment.
Cryptographic policy enforcement was tested in the risk reduction environment.
11
During the risk reduction testing this was an Openstack based cloud environment as described in
Appendix D. During the pilot demonstration, the cloud was a classified Amazon Web Services environment called Commercial Cloud Services (C2S).
10
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Figure 6: SPAR Pilot Process View (showing one implementation). This illustrates the
runtime connectivity between the processes hosted on each systems. The dashed lines depict
trust boundaries between organizations. An arrow from process A to process B illustrates
that process A initiates the communication with process B, which is listening for an incoming
connection. An arrow in both directions indicates multiple channels of communications
between the processes. The two connections marked “Pilot Only” would not be required in
a production version of the system. Depending on the use-case, the MySQL server could
also be removed in a production system.
and queries executed by a operator workstation, located at the Data Querier’s organization.
Not shown in the figure is the MySQL instance run in parallel to the SPAR database in the
cloud which served as a baseline for the system.12
Figure 6 illustrates the runtime connectivity between different processes in the overall
architecture of the pilot test environment. Live operators interacted with SPAR technology
through a web application that included a visual query builder, shown in Figure 7, that
queried the underlying SPAR database. The interface was consistent regardless of the backend SPAR implementation, providing continuity to the operator’s experience during testing.
Once the query was built, the web server submitted the query to the SPAR implementation
and MySQL baseline REST services. All communication with the SPAR implementations,
both client and server, occurred through a REST interface implemented by the MIT LL
12

The MySQL system was configured with single column indices for each searchable field in the pilot
schema.
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Figure 7: SPAR Pilot Web Interface (showing visual query builder)
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team. Query requests, either from the web service, or submitted during automated testing,
passed through the REST interface to the SPAR implementation’s client adapter library.
Similarly, updates were handled through a server REST service. The use of a RESTful service for both the client and the server allowed the MIT LL team to easily integrate different
interfaces with the SPAR implementations.
Prior to the pilot period, MIT LL provided SPAR teams with a standard API for client
and server adapter libraries modeled after the MySQL API.13 The SPAR teams wrote adapter
libraries to this API in either C or C++ which where then integrated into the REST services.
The use of a programmatic API improved functionality specification, testing, integration,
and installation. An important part of this API was the ability for implementations to report
queries as unsupported. This was the desired behavior if a query could not be parsed or
implementation could not answer the query.
After receiving the query, the SPAR client adapter managed the interaction with the
SPAR server and the SPAR third party to answer the query and ultimately returned the
results. Upon the receipt of the results, the web server compared the results obtained from
the SPAR implementation with the results from MySQL to verify the correctness of the
results and report differences. Unlike the SPAR Research testing inaccurate results are not
separated by missing or extra results. Queries are listed are accurate or inaccurate. This
information and timing information for each of the systems were reported to the user in the
web browser along with the results. Results, including the query, number of results, timing
and correctness information were logged to the web server machine.
Query performance timing in this document is the time when the query was issued at the
web server to when the last result was returned from the RESTful service. This time contains
multiple network hops that did not exist in the SPAR research program. Furthermore, this
was over a production network that contained other traffic. During the pilot all queries were
issued in select * mode, retrieving the entire record set.
After operator testing, an update server served updates simultaneously to SPAR and the
MySQL baseline. Again, this communication happened through the RESTful service to the
SPAR server adapter libraries. Update timing is measured from the time of the first update
command until the last update has been processed. This process also contains multiple
network hops that were not present in the SPAR research program.
3.2.2

Preparation and Changes to the Original Testing Plan

The methodology used for the pilot demonstration deviated significantly from the original
plan. The original plan for the pilot demonstration is found in Appendix ??. That plan
was developed under the expectation that all configuration and ingest tasks for each SPAR
implementation would be completed prior to the beginning of the pilot demonstration.
Data-formatting issues caused delays. The SPAR implementations work with a single
database table. However, MIT LL received the pilot demonstration data as XML. Parsing
these XML data into a database table took several days. Further, there were delays caused
13

As described in the previous subsection, during SPAR Research testing, MIT LL’s test harness worked
through standard I/O channels.
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by documentation gaps, configuration problems, and ingest problems. While MIT LL had
originally included time for troubleshooting the systems before the pilot demonstration, the
actual time required to overcome these challenges greatly exceeded expectations. As SPAR
implementations mature, they need to be more flexible in handling different data formats.
We discuss this further in Section 7.
Only a single SPAR implementation was deployed when the pilot demonstration began.
With timely support from SPAR teams, configuration and ingest on the other two SPAR
implementations was completed during the initial training phase of operator testing. This
allowed the operator testing itself to begin on schedule. Importantly, all operators trained
using the same SPAR implementation. However, these delays impacted the preparations for
database updates that were originally scheduled to occur in the operator-testing schedule.
In addition, one of the organizations experienced network connectivity problems during the
pilot demonstration. These delays made a reduction in the scope of the operator testing
unavoidable. MIT LL made a determination that the impact of updates and deletes on
query performance could be measured with automated testing after operator testing had
concluded, and decided to defer this testing until after the operator testing was completed.
An unfortunate consequence of transforming the pilot data in a small time period is that
there were erroneous data-row duplicates in the database table. MIT LL had planned to
extract 10 million unique records for the operator study, but instead extracted approximately
1.7 million unique records and 8.3 million duplicates. There was not time to remove these
duplicates before live operator testing was scheduled to begin. As a result, operators often
encountered multiple identical records. This made it difficult for operators to know if they
received the exact data they had requested. This also decreased the overall entropy of the
database. The performance of some SPAR implementations depends on data entropy; we
return to this issue when discussing implementation performance. We stress this problem
was due to the MIT LL transformation procedure.
3.2.3

Operator Testing

The pilot demonstration included live operators interacting with each of the three SPAR
technologies. There were ten operators, including a mix of technical and non-technical,
with six men and four women. While the operators were aware that they were evaluating
three different systems, these systems were only identified as A, B, and C. MIT LL provided
all operators with initial training on the user interface and operators were not given any
information about the technical limitations of any of the technologies. All operator testing
was conducted on a static dataset of 10 million records.
MIT LL attempted to follow a latin square design whenever possible, with each operator
using a different SPAR implementation each day. However, operator availability made this
impossible to follow. All operators received the training before starting the other steps in
the testing protocol. Most operators only completed a subset of the overall steps in the
testing protocol. However, the operator testing still provided valuable data: both actual
user sentiment on using each SPAR technology as well as real operator-generated queries
that would be used during subsequent automated testing. Because different operators were
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participating in different steps of the protocol at different times, the data remained static
through the entire operator-testing phase.
Operators participated in up to three different sessions. Due to operator availability,
operators often participated in these sessions at different times. Operators received training
on using SPAR and its user interface. Then operators were asked to execute a pre-scripted set
of queries. Finally, operators were asked to create whatever queries they thought appropriate.
This final step provided a trove of operator-generated queries for use in subsequent automated
testing. After each session, the operators filled out a questionnaire regarding their experience
with the technology.
• Session 1. Training: Operators were familiarized with the technology and the user
interface. All ten operators participated in this step. Nine of the ten operators used
the Stealth SPAR implementation for training because the other two implementations
were not yet ready.
• Sessions 2-4. Scripted: Operators were assigned a different implementation each day
and asked to complete a test script of queries specified by MIT LL. Operators had a
thirty-minute session with each implementation. This allowed MIT LL to ensure that
operators conducted a broad set of queries. MIT LL collected data from seven to nine
different operators for each SPAR implementation.
• Sessions 5-7. Exploratory: Operators were assigned a different implementation each
day and given an opportunity to execute their normal workflow and enter any queries
they wanted. If operators were unable to execute a desired query, MIT LL provided
coaching on limitations and guidance on how to structure the query to obtain the
desired results. All of the queries entered by operators were logged during the pilot
demonstration. The list of queries was then de-duplicated and used to create a query
corpus for use in automated performance testing after the pilot demonstration. MIT
LL collected data from three to five different operators for each SPAR implementation.
Lack of Control Sessions: Often, when evaluating usability of a new technology, users
interact with the new technology and a baseline technology during different sessions. This
allows the test team to separates effects due to the underlying technology and effects due
to the overall experiment design. MIT LL hoped to use this methodology during the pilot
demonstration. However, due to sensitivity of the data used in pilot, operators were not
able to directly interact with the baseline MySQL database. This means that operators’
responses are influenced by both the experiment design (including the user interface) and
the underlying technology. We revisit this issue in Section 8.
3.2.4

Automated Testing for Timing, Insert, and Delete

MIT LL used automated testing to measure query-response time as well as how each SPAR
implementation handled both insert and delete operation. As discussed above, the set of all
queries used by the live operators became the query corpus used in this automated testing.
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In order to measure timing, for each implementation, each query in the query corpus was
submitted for processing. The round-trip time between query submission and the return
of results was logged. Additionally, the returned results were compared against a MySQL
baseline for accuracy and timing.
After the first round of automated performance testing was completed, staged database
inserts were performed. Three insert steps were performed on all implementations: adding 10
thousand, 100 thousand, and then 500 thousand records.14 The time required to complete
these inserts was measured. The reported times are from the issuance of the first insert
statement to the time when the last insert statement was processed by the implementation.
Then a second round of query-time performance testing was conducted to measure the impact
of the inserts on subsequent system speed and accuracy. SPAR technologies have very
difficult approaches to handling inserted records and this affected some testing (discussion
in Section 6.2).
3.2.5

Automated Testing for Query-Check Enforcement

A feature of SPAR technology is allowing the data owner to specify rules that the data
querier must follow in constructing its queries. This is called a query check. The way in
which a query check should evaluate a prospective query is specified as a set of query check
rules. For a given set of query check rules, a given query should be either accepted and
evaluated (a valid query) or it should be rejected and not evaluated (an invalid query).
Valid/Invalid
Accepted/Rejected

Whether a given query should be accepted or rejected
How a SPAR implementation responds to a particular query

Table 3: Terminology used to describe a query check.
This analysis focused on whether and how each SPAR implementation was able to enforce
query check rules. The same 909 queries were issued against each SPAR implementation.
True positive
True negative
False positive
False negative

Occurs when an invalid query is correctly rejected by a query check
Occurs when a valid query is correctly accepted by a query check
Occurs when a valid query should be accepted but is rejected
Occurs when an invalid query should be rejected but is accepted

Table 4: Terminology used to describe the results of a query check.
To limit risks due to implementation failures and to allow discussion with SPAR teams,
the query check evaluation was performed in the risk reduction environment. As described
in Appendix D, the risk reduction data was designed to resemble insurance data but with
14

A 1 million record insert was also performed on the Stealth implementation.
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similarities to the genuine data used in operator testing. The BLIND SEER and Stealth
systems were evaluated on a 10 million record data set. The ESPADA implementation
was evaluated on a much smaller 100,000 record data set. This is because the ESPADA
system had problems working with the file system in the risk reduction environment. These
problems necessitated the use of a smaller data set. We stress these problems did not exist
in the pilot environment where all systems were evaluated on the same 10 million record
starting dataset.
3.2.6

Tested Query Check Rules

MIT LL generated these query check rules based on the rules used in the pilot study [10].
Each SPAR implementation has its own language for specifying query check rules. MIT LL
implemented these rules as accurately as possible in each implementation’s language.
1. A single Boolean field (A) must be present and be 0. A prospective query could be
rejected if field A is missing, or is not set to be 0.
2. A date range (issuanceDate) must be between a specified start and end date (3/1/2015
to 6/1/2015).
3. The date range for issuanceDate must be less than 94 days.
For the system’s policy enforcement to be usable, it must also accept queries which satisfy
all of these rules. We call accepting valid queries Rule 0. We now evaluate different aspects
of the SPAR technologies.
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4

Security

In this section, we detail the cryptographic assurance guarantees provided by the SPAR
database technology. This section assumes knowledge of the high-level approaches for each
technology described in Section 2.
First, we describe the SPAR program’s security model, which uses terminology and models from the academic literature but is motivated by threats in government use cases. We
stress that SPAR’s threat model focuses on cryptographic protections and as such does not
provide a complete system guarantee; for instance, it provides no protections against malware infecting any of the machines used, nor does it require that the SPAR implementations
themselves are free of software vulnerabilities. MIT LL has not evaluated the security of
SPAR software implementations. Any full deployment of SPAR technology would require a
security evaluation of the entire system including the software prototypes. SPAR technology should undergo a through security evaluation before being operationally deployed, as
recommended in Section 1.7.
Second, we define and describe the SPAR BAA’s 12 assurance requirements with regards
to the protection of queries, database contents, multiple clients, and policies. Concurrent
with these definitions, we summarize the SPAR technologies’ common strengths and weaknesses in meeting these guarantees.
Third, we summarize the extent to which each technology meets the BAA’s assurance
guarantees and the cryptographic assumptions required to do so. Then, we highlight each
individual technology’s unique capabilities. Finally, we note each technology’s shortcomings
and assess the likelihood that they can easily be addressed without a substantial overhaul
to the technology.

4.1

Threat Model

Recall that SPAR’s database management systems involve three parties: a data owner, a
data querier who wishes to query the data, and a database server that holds the owner’s
data in encrypted form and responds to the querier’s queries. The BAA and Rules of
Engagement require that SPAR technologies meet certain assurance requirements against
all three parties [22, 44, 55].
Before explaining the SPAR requirements, we first describe a few different types of adversarial behavior that are commonly considered in cryptographic protocols.
Semi-honest: A party is said to be semi-honest, or “honest-but-curious,” if it follows the
cryptographic protocol honestly (in particular, performing the computations asked of it
and transmitting messages in the proper formats), but it attempts to glean additional
information from messages that it observes. Semi-honest parties do not eavesdrop on
messages between other parties.
Malicious: A malicious party does not need to follow the prescribed protocol; it can interact
with the other parties in any way that it sees fit to maximize its chances of learning
unauthorized information.
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Collusion: Parties are said to collude if they communicate outside of the prescribed protocol
in order to share data they have received or to execute a malicious attack jointly.
SPAR teams proved the security of their cryptographic protocols against all parties individually acting in a semi-honest manner. Additionally, technologies that supported multiple
queriers were required to show that multiple colluding clients (sharing all of their communications) could not learn any additional information. Finally, SPAR Phase 2 implementation
teams proved that their protocols withstand malicious queriers who attempt to deceive the
owner and database server into answering a query that should be rejected by the owner’s
policy.
Additionally, SPAR teams were required to secure their protocols against a semi-honest
or malicious outsider who sees and controls all network communications (but does not collude
with any participant in the protocol). This network adversary sees all traffic and is allowed
to insert, remove, maul, or replay any communication to any party.
No other types of security were provided. In particular, SPAR’s threat model does
not include a database server or data owner who act maliciously or who collude with each
other or with any queriers. Indeed, if the database server colludes with either the owner
or querier, this colluding pair can learn a lot of information about the querier’s queries or
owner’s data (respectively). Additionally, the three legitimate parties are assumed only to
see their traffic (and assumed not to collude with the network adversary).

4.2

Assurance Requirements

In this section, we define and explain the SPAR BAA’s 12 assurance requirements [22,
Table 3]. We partition the assurance requirements into four categories that protect queries,
database contents, multiple clients, and policies. Alongside the descriptions, we summarize
the SPAR technologies’ common strengths and weaknesses toward achieving these security
requirements. We defer a discussion of the differences between technologies to Section 4.3
and Table 5.
Admittedly, the remarks in this this section skew toward the SPAR technologies’ common
deficiencies; i.e., the types of information that the technologies reveal or leak in violation
of the assurance requirements. As such, we stress upfront that the SPAR teams did very
well in meeting (and in some cases exceeding) the requirements overall; these deficiencies
should be viewed as imperfections toward an incredibly high goal that that program set out
to accomplish.
Queries. The first three assurance requirements protect the contents of the queries from
a semi-honest data owner and database server.
TA1-A1. The data owner and database server should not be able to “learn any information
about an individual query with the exception of a minimal amount of information about
query access patterns.” In practice, SPAR technologies’ ability to meet this guarantee
varied significantly based on the type of query performed. For equality, keyword,
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stemming queries, and disjunctions, the owner and server learn only the number of
records returned and (for some technologies) the attribute field being searched.
However, the SPAR technologies leak more information on conjunction, range, wildcard, subsequence, threshold, and ranking queries. Examples of leakage include the
number of records that would be returned by each individual clause in a conjunction
query or the number of characters in a wildcard or subsequence query.
TA1-A2. The owner and database server should not be able to “learn any information
about the identity or content of any records returned.” Most SPAR technologies met
this requirement exactly as long as the querier can maintain a cache of all records
retrieved so as not to make a duplicate request for a record (otherwise, the database
server would learn the number of times each record had been accessed).
TA1-A3. As stated above, most technologies leaked the number of records returned in response to a query. This requirement imposes a limitation on such leakage: the owner
and database server should not be able to distinguish between queries that return 0
records and queries that return 1 record. This requirement is intended for applications
where queries are so targeted that they often return no records, and even the existence
of a (rare) match is deemed to be sensitive information. Technologies did not meet this
requirement fully, although the exact nature of their limitations varies substantially by
SPAR technology.
Data. The next three assurance requirements protect the contents of the owner’s database
against a semi-honest querier and database server.
TA1-A4. During the execution of a query, the database server should not learn the raw
contents of any data, and the querier should not “learn any information about records
not in the result set of a query.” SPAR technologies meet this requirement very well
overall, albeit with a few common weaknesses: (1) the length of each record is revealed
to the database server and sometimes the querier as well, and (2) conjunction queries
reveal the number of records in the database that match some of the search clauses
individually, leaking information to the querier about the distribution of data that is
not retrieved.
TA1-A5. During and after a database modification, the querier and database server should
not learn the contents of any inserted, updated, or deleted data (except if the querier
makes an authorized query for this data). The SPAR technologies mostly meet this
requirement. However, they typically store modified data in a different data structure
than the original database; as a result, the database server (and sometimes also the
querier) can tell whether the records returned in response to a query were part of the
original database or were inserted later.
TA1-A6. The owner can “efficiently verify the integrity of any record” stored in the database
server to ensure that its contents have not been corrupted. The SPAR technologies
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exceed this requirement by providing private verification of database contents (with
the one caveat that the database server might be able to detect when the same record
is verified twice).
Multiple queriers. The next two assurance requirements only apply to SPAR technologies
that wish to support multiple queriers (a setting that was optional in SPAR). ESPADA is
the only SPAR technology that currently supports multiple queriers.
TA1-A7. From a performance point of view, the data owner can efficiently add and remove
queriers “without requiring each record to be touched.”
TA1-A8. From a privacy point of view, each querier is assured that the database server and
other queriers cannot learn whether the owner has given them access to the system.
Policies. The final four assurance requirements ensure that the policy validation mechanism adequately protects the data owner. The protections offered by the policy are intended
to ensure that queriers ask targeted queries. They are not intended to restrict access to
individual records, but rather to control how the records are accessed. While record-based
access control is not currently implemented in SPAR, it could be added on top of SPAR technology (if desired) in order to segment access to the data between multiple queriers. Some of
the business rules used for the pilot could be easily implemented using record-based access
control while other rules needed to look at the structure of the query (see Section 3.2.6).
TA1-A9. The querier is assured that the policy validation mechanism properly allows its
valid queries. SPAR technologies meet this requirement up to a very small probability
of error.
TA1-A10. The owner is assured that the policy validation mechanism properly rejects all
invalid queries. The SPAR technologies do meet this requirement, although we note
that some information may leak to the querier on rejected queries, such as the number
of results that (clauses in) the query would have returned. We discuss the ability to
support the pilot business rules in Section 6.2.
TA1-A11. The owner is assured that even a malicious querier cannot forge the result of
the policy validation mechanism. We highlight this requirement as the only one that
must hold against a malicious querier. SPAR Phase 2 technologies (BLIND SEER and
ESPADA) meet this requirement.
TA1-A12. The owner is assured that other parties cannot distinguish between queries that
are rejected by the policy and queries that do not match any records in the database.
This requirement limits a querier’s ability to “reverse engineer” a policy that the owner
intends to keep secret. Like requirement TA1-A3, the value provided by this requirement varies substantially by use case. In general, technologies met this requirement
with respect to outsiders but not with respect to the querier or database server.
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As a corollary, requirement TA1-A12 implies that the policy validation mechanism
must have the ability to keep the policy secret in the first place. Technologies vary
significantly in the degree to which they hide the policy. During the pilot demonstration all implementations added a configuration option to make policy failure explicitly
visible to the querier. This option can be toggled on/off.
Collectively, these 12 assurance requirements provide guarantees that are similar to, but
not quite the same as, those provided by prior academic cryptographic research into secure
database searching technologies such as private information retrieval [8], oblivious RAM [17],
or searchable symmetric encryption [37].

4.3

Security Evaluation

In this section, we highlight the unique benefits and weaknesses of each of the SPAR technologies. We begin by describing the status of each SPAR technology towards meeting the
basic 12 assurance requirements. This section provides only a glimpse into MIT LL’s extensive review of each team’s proofs and arguments of the security of their technology at the end
of each phase of the research program. We refer interested readers to the reports delivered
to the government at the end of each phase for more detailed information [49, 51, 54, 56, 57].
The pilot demonstration did not update the security evaluation, other than noting
whether the policy technologies were properly being enforced in SPAR implementations.
Policy capabilities are discussed in this section, current policy functionality is discussed in
Section 5.4. Features added during the pilot demonstration have not been evaluated and may
markedly impact each technologies’ security. In particular, Stealth added Boolean queries
for the pilot demonstration [38]. This is a major new feature whose security has not been
evaluated. Any deployment of the Stealth would need a thorough evaluation of their support
for Boolean queries.
Additionally, the discussion in this section is based on the technology described by the
SPAR teams in their written documents [30–33, 39–42].
4.3.1

Fulfillment of BAA Requirements

Table 5 summarizes the status of SPAR technologies with respect to the 12 security assurance
requirements. It describes which of the BAA requirements are satisfied against each party.
‘Y’ indicates that the requirement is satisfied. ‘N’ indicates that the requirement is not
satisfied. ‘P’ indicates that the requirement is partially satisfied. ‘—’ indicates that the requirement is not applicable. See MIT LL’s SPAR research reports for additional information
on partially satisfied requirements [46, 49, 51, 54, 56, 57].
All SPAR technologies reduce the security of their technology to that of other, more
standard cryptographic primitives. The teams’ written proofs demonstrate that if the assumptions hold, then their technologies are secure. These assumptions are described in
Table 6.
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Table 5: BAA assurance requirements satisfied by each SPAR technology, based on evaluation during SPAR research program. Status of BLIND SEER and ESPADA is shown as of
the end of phase 2, status of Stealth is shown as of the end of phase 1. Assurance requirements TA1-A1 through A6 and requirement A12 are validated against an adversarial querier
(Q), data owner (O), database server (DB), and network (N). Security is proved with respect
to assumptions listed in Table 6.
4.3.2

BLIND SEER

This section briefly highlights some novel properties of the BLIND SEER approach. BLIND
SEER’s security features were not evaluated in the pilot; this information is drawn from
MIT LL’s review at the end of phase 2 of the research program [56, Section 3].
The BLIND SEER system offers a few unique capabilities. First, BLIND SEER is the only
technology that exceeds requirement A1 by hiding the field being queried from the database
server. Second, BLIND SEER partially meets requirement A3 (where some others do not)
by restricting the database server from learning whether a query returns 0 or 1 records.
Third, BLIND SEER has the most robust policy enforcement language (as discussed in
Section 5.4) and the most secure policy enforcement mechanism. Fourth, BLIND SEER’s
security guarantees are proved in the semi-honest setting for a single querier who submits
multiple concurrent queries (perhaps the next-best thing to the multiple querier request).
The main security imperfection of BLIND SEER is that the pattern of traversing through
the Bloom filter tree permits the querier, database server, and network to gain information
about which intermediate nodes in the Bloom filter tree satisfy the querier’s query, which
partially violates requirements A1 and A4 (in a perfect scheme, the parties should only
learn about matching records). This information is leaked even for queries that fail the
policy check, and it can be used to learn statistics of the underlying data. The impact of
this leakage grows with the number of queries made; fortunately, BLIND SEER provides a
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BLIND SEER

1.
2.
3.
4.

ESPADA

5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Stealth

1.
2.

AES-128 is a secure symmetric-key encryption scheme
1024-bit El Gamal is a secure public-key encryption scheme
SHA-1 and SHA-256 are collision resistant and act as
random oracles
SSLv3 provides message confidentiality and integrity from a
malicious network
That a custom-built pseudorandom number generator is secure
q-Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption for elliptic curve P224
One-More Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption for the elliptic
curve P224
A custom-designed hash function (mapping onto the elliptic
curve P224) acts as a random oracle
AES can be used to build a pseudorandom function, authenticated
encryption scheme, and pseudorandom permutation family
SHA2-256 can be used to build a pseudorandom function
and acts as a random oracle
The Linear Diffie-Hellman assumption holds in a bilinear pairing
group
IPSec provides message confidentiality and integrity from
a malicious network
AES can instantiate a pseudorandom function a pseudorandom
number generator
That TLS protects confidentiality and integrity against a
malicious network

Table 6: Cryptographic assumptions underlying SPAR technology. If these assumptions hold
then SPAR systems satisfy the requirements listed as described in Table 5.
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“reset” mechanism to mitigate this snowball effect. It would be possible to reduce this tree
search pattern somewhat more in the future, but it is impossible to eliminate this leakage
entirely within the framework of BLIND SEER’s current technology.
Another security imperfection is the fact that BLIND SEER’s query and policy mechanisms both have a small but non-zero probability of one-sided errors; this imperfection is
unavoidable as it is a weakness of the Bloom filters used extensively in their technology.
A final security imperfection is that BLIND SEER’s search mechanism reveals the number
of records returned by each query to the data owner. This leakage is easily preventable if
desired, and it is currently in place to give the data owner rate-limiting protection against a
rogue database server returns too many records to the querier.
4.3.3

ESPADA

This section briefly highlights some novel aspects of the ESPADA approach. ESPADA’s
security features were not evaluated in the pilot, this information is drawn from MIT LL’s
review at the end of phase 2 of the research program [57, Section 3].
ESPADA provides several unique features. First, it supports multiple queriers; as such,
it is the only technology that meets assurance requirements A7 and A8. Second, ESPADA
is the only technology that prevents queriers from distinguishing whether a returned record
came from the data owner’s original database or whether it was inserted/updated later.
Most crucially though, ESPADA is uniquely able to withstand malicious entities (modulo
denial of service-style attacks). All security guarantees hold against a malicious querier, or
even a colluding set of multiple queriers. Moreover, security holds against a malicious data
owner as long as she acts honestly when generating the encrypted database. Additionally,
security holds against a malicious database server, as long as it does not maliciously omit
or modify results from the final query result. ESPADA’s strong security guarantees extend
to a collusion between the querier and database server, who jointly cannot compromise the
privacy of the owner’s data.
ESPADA’s biggest security imperfection is that its searching mechanism only computes
the results of 2-term conjunctions securely; conjunctions of larger sizes are then computed
in the clear. Concretely, on a query of the form x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 , the database server learns
the unique identifiers of all records matching x1 ∧ x2 and x1 ∧ x3 . The database server
also learns the number of records matching the first term x1 alone (but not their unique
identifiers). These weaknesses are fundamental limitations of ESPADA’s current approach.
A consequence of these limitations is that the leakage to the database server during a query
is highly dependent upon the choice of the first term in a query; so, the querier must prepare
their query appropriately to minimize this leakage.
Other security imperfections include the following: ESPADA makes no claims about the
security of modifications against a malicious network, it leaks sizes of a range queries to
the data owner (but not their values), its policy mechanism and some query types have a
negligible probability of one-sided error, no attempt is made to hide if a search returns 0 or
1 record, and the database server can sometimes distinguish between 0 records returned and
policy failure. Many of these imperfections can be mitigated or eliminated if desired.
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4.3.4

Stealth

This section briefly highlights some novel aspects of the Stealth approach. Because Stealth’s
security features were not evaluated in the pilot, this information is drawn from MIT LL’s
Phase 1 evaluation [54, Section 3]. During Phase 1, Stealth’s technology tended to leak less
information (i.e., provide better privacy) than its counterparts. However, this benefit was
partially due to the fact that Stealth lacked support for conjunction queries, which were the
main source of leakage for other SPAR technologies.
Stealth’s biggest unique feature is its ability to hide all data statistics from the database
server, including whether records are accessed multiple times by the querier. Stealth demonstrated this security guarantee in the research program for single field searches. While
Stealth’s approach on Boolean queries in the pilot has not been evaluated by MIT LL
(see [38]), Stealth claims that their approach leaks only the number of records that match
each searched term individually.
Another advantage of Stealth’s technology is that its policy mechanism, backed by secure
multi-party computation, provides strong security. Unfortunately, Stealth’s implementation
does not seem to capitalize on the generality provided by MPC; instead, it enforces the
smallest policy language of the 3 technologies (see Section 5.4).
Stealth’s main weakness is that it is the only SPAR technology that does not prevent a
malicious querier from forging the policy check. However, this weakness is mainly due to
their participation only in Phase 1 of the program, as requirement A11 was strengthened
in Phase 2 to require resistance against malicious queriers. A smaller weakness is that the
data owner learns the number of records returned to the querier. We believe that these
weaknesses are not inherent to Stealth’s technology.
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5

Functionality

The goal of SPAR technology is to allow analysts to perform targeted searches over large
data sets. SPAR ideally enables analysts to find the proverbial needle in a haystack. SPAR
technology is not designed to handle statistical queries or big data analytics.
Analysts perform complicated and unpredictable searches based on outside knowledge
and results from prior queries. Ideally, SPAR technology should allow analysts to search in
the same way they interact with an unprotected database. SPAR technologies were required
to support two high level operations, searching for records and modifying the database
(deleting or updating current records and inserting new records). These two operations
represent a meaningful subset of query languages but are not complete. This section describes
four aspects of SPAR functionality, 1) the types of queries supported by SPAR technologies
2) the correctness of results during both the research program and the pilot demonstration 3)
the modification functionality supported by each SPAR technology and 4) the expressiveness
of the query check policy language.

5.1

Types of Searches

The SPAR BAA describes eleven query types [22]. These query types were designed to allow
analysts a flexible way to restrict large data sets to records of interest. SPAR technologies
needed to support a subset of these query types in additional to supporting exact match
queries on a single field. Query types are summarized in Figure 8.
SPAR teams were required to identify four of the following query types in Phase 1, and
seven in Phase 2, in addition to single-field equality searches. In the pilot demonstration
teams were required to support P1, P2, P6, and P7. The pilot demonstration requirements
were based on discussion with government stakeholders. Table 7 describes the current search
functionality of SPAR implementations. Query types added during the pilot are designed as
(Pilot). This distinction is important because MIT LL has not verified the security of these
features. Of particular note is Stealth’s addition of Boolean queries. This query type was
difficult to achieve in the SPAR research program and resulted in security imperfections (see
Section 4 for description of security imperfections).
SPAR technologies satisfy the spirit of these query types. However, there are several
important caveats:
Boolean ESPADA’s performance improves dramatically when queries begin with a conjunction. In their documentation this is known as ESPADA normal form. Stealth
supports the AND, OR operations but not negations.
Wildcard Teams were required to support a single wildcard character in any location of
the string. BLIND SEER and Stealth support multiple wildcard terms. ESPADA also
supports multiple wildcard terms but restricts the location of the wildcard character
after the first term.
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TA1-P1 Boolean query expressions (including at least three conjunctions).
TA1-P2 Range queries and inequalities for integer numeric, date/time, and at least one
other non-numeric data type.
TA1-P3 Free keyword searches without a pre-defined dictionary.
TA1-P4 Matching of keyword variants/keyword stemming.
TA1-P5 Matching of keywords “close” to a specified value, according to at least two definitions of close, e.g., various definitions of edit distance or canonicalization.
TA1-P6 Matching of values with wildcards.
TA1-P7 Matching of values with a specified subsequence.
TA1-P8 m-of-n conjunctions, in which a record is included in the results set if at least m
out of n attributes match the queried values.
TA1-P9 Ranking of results, with the rankings learned only by the client receiving the
results. Ranking must be with respect to a similarity measure such as edit distance,
or m-of-n exact matches.
TA1-P10 Searching relational databases—multiple tables linked by key fields.
TA1-P11 Searching non-tabular data structures, e.g., searching within the content but not
the markup of an XML document tree without prior extraction and indexing of the
content nodes.
Figure 8: SPAR Search Query Types [22].
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Query Type
P1 - Boolean
P2 - Range & Inequality
P3 - Keyword Search
P4 - Stemming
P5 - Proximity Search
P6 - Wildcard
P7 - Subsequence
P8 - m-of-n
P9 - ranking results
P10 - joins
P11 - XML

BLIND SEER
Y
Y
Y
Y

ESPADA
Y
Y
Y
Y

Stealth
P
Y
Y
Y

P
P
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

P
Y

Y

Table 7: Summary of current state of SPAR search functionality. Satisfaction of BAA
requirement during research program listed as Y, features added during the pilot are marked
as P. Security has not been evaluated for these features.
Subsequence All technologies are limited in their handling of subsequences. First, searches
must be for a single subsequence. Multiple substrings must be specified as different
search terms. Second, all implementations require a bound on the length of the substring with performance and resource utilization depending on this bound. BLIND
SEER and ESPADA require a bound on the minimum length of the substring while
Stealth requires a bound on the maximum length of the substring.

5.2

Correctness of Results

The correctness of results was evaluated in both the SPAR research program and the pilot
demonstration. In both tests, correctness was defined as returning the same result set as the
unprotected baseline system. However, the metrics collected differ between the two tests.
As described in Section 3, precision and recall were collected during the research program,
while the pilot demonstration just lists the number of inaccurate results. Also, because the
pilot demonstration was a black box test SPAR implementations were given the option to
return not supported for any query. These queries are listed separately.
5.2.1

Research Program

BLIND SEER During Phase 1 testing in the research program, BLIND SEER’s query
precision was 0.99999 and their query recall was 0.98564. We identified most of their errors
as easily-resolvable software bugs caused by string case sensitivity issues and not being able
to handle the value ‘0’ in an integer field.
BLIND SEER’s software performed worse in Phase 2, with a query precision of 0.751 and
recall of 0.987. We break down BLIND SEER’s correctness data by query type in Table 8
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Query Type
All
EQ
P1
P1
P2
P2
P2
P3
P4
P8
P9
P9
P11

Subtype

and
or
greater than
less than
range

alarm words
ranking

Precision
0.751
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.186
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.964
0.201
1.0

Recall
0.987
0.999
0.987
0.999
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.911
0.999
0.999
1.0
0.882
1.0

Query Count
5223
3052
371
503
156
129
59
231
95
253
40
218
116

Table 8: BLIND SEER’s query correctness during Phase 2 of the research effort.
and detail their issues here. The low precision in P2 queries is is only due to 2 queries that
returned an overwhelmingly high number of false positives when compared to the expected
results; when calculated on a per-query basis, the precision is 0.987. The problems with
P9 ranking queries were more generally distributed, with approximately 37% of the queries
returning non-matching results; even so, on a per query basis the precision is 0.648 and the
recall is 0.836. Finally, 70 of the P9 ranking queries returned records in the incorrect order.
ESPADA During Phase 1 testing in the research program, ESPADA’s query precision
was 1.0 and their query recall was 0.99967. We were unable to determine the cause of their
failures.
ESPADA performed similarly in Phase 2, with a query precision of 0.994 and a query
recall of 0.981. Additionally, approximately 0.7% of their query responses contained “bad
content” (i.e., they returned the correct value for the unique id field, but other fields had
incorrect data). Their results are broken up by query type in Table 9. We note that
ESPADA’s low precision on threshold (P8) queries is due to only 1 query that returned an
overwhelmingly high number of false positives.
Stealth During Phase 1 testing in the research program, Stealth’s query precision was
0.9906 and their query recall was 0.99524. The incorrect query responses fell into two categories: (1) some false positives that are inherent in the fundamental design of their software
and thus difficult to remove, and (2) some false negatives in subsequence (P7) queries for
which we do not have any explanation, and may simply have been a software bug.
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Type
All
EQ
P1
P1
P2
P2
P2
P3
P4
P6
P7
P7
P7
P8

Subtype

and
or
greater than
less than
range

two-sided
final
initial

Precision
0.994
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9998
0.128

Recall
0.981
0.999
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.923
1.0
0.481
1.0

Bad Content Fraction
0.00741
1.59 · 10−6
0
6.80 · 10−8
0.000611
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Query Count
45448
24895
2621
4101
240
28
1895
2299
1561
1811
1084
1160
1212
43

Table 9: ESPADA’s query correctness during Phase 2 of the research effort. Bad Content
Fraction represents the fraction of records where the correct id was returned but the records
contents did not match the baseline.
5.2.2

Pilot Demonstration

Queries during the pilot demonstration were not separated by query type. We present overall
correctness results for the entire query corpus. A query is labeled as one of three options:
Accurately The query returned the same results as the MySQL baseline.
Inaccurately The query returned results that were different from the MySQL baseline.
Error The SPAR implementation either returned not supported for the query or returned
an error when answering the query. No results are returned for these queries.
We present a single table listing the overall correctness results of the three systems in
Table 10. Stealth handled most queries correctly. Stealth had a small number of ‘not supported’ errors. However, Stealth does not implement negations and there were very few negations issued. ESPADA answered most queries correctly, but did incorrectly return records
for some queries (these issues are detailed in Section F.2). BLIND SEER had significant
accuracy issues in the queries it answered. The main issue was that BLIND SEER only
knew how to answer substrings of length at least four. Many length three substrings were
submitted, but instead of reporting not supported, incomplete results were returned. This
issue is described in [21].
Ultimately, all SPAR implementations had some issues, but it is worth noting that all
three SPAR implementations did greatly expand their functionality during the short amount
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Queries Answered
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth
MySQL

Accurately
156
190
199
202

Inaccurately
17
5
0
0

Error
29
6
3
0

Table 10: Pilot demonstration query expressivity, number of queries. Accurate queries
returned without error and with the correct results. Inaccurate queries returned without
error but did not match the MySQL baseline. Error queries include queries reported as not
supported as queries that returned an explicit error.
of time preparing for the pilot. Furthermore, MIT LL believes that all instances of inaccurate results are the software implementation not parsing the query or not knowing how
to answer the query. MIT LL believes no inaccurate results were returned due to a failure of the underlying technology. At this time there is no standard query language for
SPAR implementations. The creation of such a language is a recommended extension (see
Section 1.7).

5.3

Database Modification

This section describes the modification capabilities of SPAR implementations at the time
of the pilot demonstration. The pilot demonstration had more extensive modification testing than the research program. Modification capabilities during the research program are
omitted.
SPAR implementations support database modification. No current implementation handles multiple tables so this requirement is limited to a single database table. All implementations support three basic modifications: UPDATE, DELETE and INSERT.
DELETE Removes a record(s) from the database. Current SPAR implementations support
deletion of a single record at a time identified by a primary key.
UPDATE Changes value(s) of some field(s) for a set of records. Current SPAR implementations support updates of a single record at a time identified by a primary key.
Some SPAR technologies support updates by marking the original record as deleted
and inserting a new updated record.
INSERT Creates a new record in the database table. Current SPAR implementations
support inserts as long as the table has a primary key.
The three SPAR technologies have different approaches to handling inserted records.
Standard database applications often have two separate mechanisms to handle new records:
1) single record and 2) batched. In either of these modes the database should move from the
pre insert state to the post insert state. It should never be possible to query the database
in an intermediate state.
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SPAR Technology
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth

Data Structure
Preallocated Bloom
filter tree
Unpopulated forward
and reverse indices
Two unpopulated B-trees
of different size

Number of Records
Single

Time of Processing
Immediate

Single

Immediate

Multiple

At set intervals

Table 11: Summary of approaches for handling inserted records.
Current SPAR implementations do not support both of these modes. BLIND SEER and
ESPADA insert a single record at a time. Stealth inserts a batch of inserted records after a
configurable period of time. All SPAR implementations current place inserted records in a
separate “insert” data structure that is searched separately. These approaches are described
in Table 11.

5.4

Policy Enforcement

In this section, we describe the types of policies that each SPAR technology supported by the
end of the pilot program. For a simple query like field = value, we describe restrictions
that each policy can place on the field and value being searched. We reiterate our belief that
any policy enforcement mechanism could be modified to operate with any other technology’s
query processing ability. We conclude this section with the results of policy enforcement
during the pilot.
BLIND SEER BLIND SEER supports a rich set of query check policies. Policies can
apply directly to individual terms in a query or to the combination of terms in a Boolean
query. We detail the specific supported policies for each query form below.
For a single-field equality or disjunction search, the policy can restrict specific field names
or keyword values based upon a whitelist or blacklist. This policy can be applied separately
for each term in a disjunction.
For a conjunction, the policy can enforce a whitelist or blacklist applied to each term
individually. More interestingly, the policy can enforce several constraints between terms:
(1) if field A is present, then the query must also contain field B, (2) a query cannot search
for both keyword X and keyword Y , (3) if keyword X is contained in a query, then field A
must also be searched.
For more complicated Boolean queries, such as a CNF or DNF query, any conjunctive or
disjunctive policy can be applied separately to each clause. Additionally, for a range query,
the policy can restrict the endpoints of the queried range to be wholly contained within a
certain interval.
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ESPADA ESPADA’s policy enforcement mechanism is simpler than BLIND SEER’s: it
can restrict the fields being searched in a query but not the values being searched. Additionally, the policy can restrict the order of clauses in a Boolean expression, which can influence
the performance and security of queries.
ESPADA’s policy mechanism has special features for two types of queries. First, it can
limit the maximum size of any range query; that is, it can specify the maximum difference
between endpoints without imposing any restrictions on the actual values of the endpoints.
Additionally, the policy can impose a minimum bound on the length of the string in any
subsequence or wildcard query.
Optionally, ESPADA supports a “warrant-based” authorization where a separate judge,
and not the data owner, sets the policy. Independently, ESPADA also supports a “voucher”
model where a separate entity can issue vouchers to whitelist or blacklist specific values (not
just fields). This can occur whether the authorization check is performed by the data owner
or the judge described above.
Stealth Stealth’s query authorization policy mechanism has the simplest capability of the
three. It can enforce blacklists (but not whitelists!) over the query type, the field being
searched, and the value being searched in a query. For a range query, the blacklist is over
the specific set of endpoints being searched: that is, blacklisting the range [2,6] does not
preclude someone from searching for [1,3], [3,5], or [1,7].
Policy enforcement during the pilot We now turn to the ability of SPAR technologies
to enforce the pilot policy described in Section 3.2.6. Based on the the reported capabilities
of the three implementations, BLIND SEER was the only system capable of enforcing querycheck rules for field inclusion and the value searched for.
We issued 909 queries on each SPAR implementation in the pilot risk reduction environment our synthetic data. All queries were either simple conjunctions or in DNF form. Of the
909 queries, 164 were valid, meaning that they should have been accepted. We divide each
valid query into two categories – simple conjunctions or DNF. Of our valid queries, 63 were
conjunctions and the other 101 were in DNF. The remaining 745 queries were invalid and
were divided into four categories: 1) Boolean Field Omitted 2) Boolean Field with Wrong
Value Specified 3) Range with Wrong Value 4) Too Large a Range.
Detailed results for each SPAR implementation are in Section F. MIT LL’s assessment of
each SPAR implementation’s current ability to the pilot business rules are in Table 12. SPAR
implementations did not exactly match the believed technology capabilities described above.
BLIND SEER incorrectly rejected all valid queries in DNF. ESPADA also rejected many
valid DNF queries. Furthermore, ESPADA struggled in rejecting invalid queries because it
could only do enforcement on query structure and not on values. Stealth performed the best
at accepting valid DNF queries, but could not check for the inclusion of a field and thus
struggled to reject invalid queries. BLIND SEER did well in rejecting invalid queries, but
this may just have been a continued manifestation of the inability to accept DNF queries.
No system exactly enforced the desired query-check policy. Also, each system had a different
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Ability to support Tested Business Rules
Rule 0 (Allowing Valid Queries)
Rule 1 (Inclusion of Boolean Value Set to 0)
Rule 2 (Inclusion of Date Set to Proper Range)
Rule 3 (Restriction of Date to Small Range)

Blind Seer
Low
High
High
High

ESPADA
Low
Low
Low
High

Stealth
High
Low
None
None

Table 12: Current ability to enforce Business Rules. Based on Tables 26, 33, and 40.

languages for defining their policy, with ESPADA being the most involved at 600 lines to
represent the query-check policy used in this pilot demonstration.
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6

Performance

As described in Section 3, the SPAR research program and pilot demonstration had different
objectives and methodologies. The SPAR research program focused on repeatable and precise
testing that was “white-box.” Different tests were designed to explore the important variables
for each SPAR technology. This precludes direct comparison of results.
In contrast, the SPAR pilot demonstration was designed to measure suitability of SPAR
technologies’ to a specific use case. When designing the pilot demonstration, MIT LL did
not consider the features or limitations of SPAR technologies. All queries were issued to
each SPAR technology, even if the SPAR technology was known not to handle this type of
query. Results from the research program should be used when projecting SPAR technologies
to a new use case. Results from the pilot demonstration should be used when considering
SPAR technologies in the demonstrated use case. Since the same methodology was followed
for all SPAR technologies in the pilot demonstration, these results can and are compared
throughout this report.

6.1

Research Program Performance

During the SPAR research program, MIT LL tailored unique tests for each SPAR technology.
In particular, MIT LL tailored the queries and policies tested to the (1) unique capabilities
and limitations of each technology and (2) distribution of queries that would showcase the
relevant performance characteristics of each technology. As such, the absolute result data
(e.g., average query latency) for the different prototype implementations cannot be directly
compared to each other.
Instead, MIT LL installed a non-privacy-protecting database system using Transport
Layer Security (TLS) as a baseline for comparison. Specifically, we executed all test queries
on MySQL 5.5 in Phase 1 and on MariaDB 5.5.32 in Phase 2.
To test performance at scale, SPAR implementations were empirically evaluated on
database sizes up to 10 terabytes with 100 million records (see Table 2 and Appendix C
for details). Their performance figures were captured on MIT LL’s test environment that
was custom-designed for the testing.
We purposely do not convey the full breadth of MIT LL’s testing in this section. We
refer interested readers to Lincoln’s end of phase reports to the government for complete
information. Instead, we choose here to highlight the major strengths and weaknesses of
each technology, with only a small subset of our performance results provided as supporting
evidence.
The strengths and weaknesses of each technology are intricately related to their design,
as described in Section 2 and reviewed below. Fundamentally, each SPAR technology is
designed to support a single ‘base’ query type (either conjunctions or range queries). Then,
the technology simply retrofits all other queries into the base type. This section examines
the consequences of each team’s design decisions upon the performance of their prototype
implementation.
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6.1.1

BLIND SEER

This section describes BLIND SEER’s SPAR prototype as of the end of Phase 2 of the
SPAR research program, based upon MIT LL’s report to the government at the end of the
phase [56].
Base query type The base query type for BLIND SEER is a conjunction of simple keyword searches. Recall that BLIND SEER’s index mechanism is structured as a tree of Bloom
filters. The filters at the leaves contain the searchable data present in a single database
record, and internal leaves represent the union of all data in its children. The searching
mechanism proceeds as follows: for each Bloom filter traversed (starting with the root), the
searching mechanism checks if each of the desired keywords is present in the Bloom filter;
searching proceeds to the node’s children if and only if this is true.
Intuitively, this search checks different subsets of the database, starting with the entire
set at the root. If all of the keywords in a conjunction are present somewhere in this subset,
the search proceeds to check whether the terms are all present in smaller subsets. The
performance of this indexing mechanism relies crucially on the rarity of ‘bad subsets’ whose
records collectively contain all of the keywords but for which no individual record matches
the query.
For concreteness, let’s consider the best- and worst-case scenarios for a single query
‘fname = John and lname = Smith.’ The fastest scenario is one in which there is a single
John Smith, with no other Johns (who are not Smiths) or Smiths (who are not Johns). In
that case, the searching mechanism traverses through the tree in a straight line from the root
to the single leaf node corresponding to John Smith. The worst-case scenario is a database
in which every odd-numbered entry is a John who is not a Smith, and every even-numbered
entry is a Smith who is not a John. In this case, no records actually match the query.
However, the query traverses the entire tree to learn this information because all Bloom
filters in the penultimate level contain one John and one Smith, so they recommend that
the search continue onward. Note that if we merely re-order the database such that the first
half contains the Johns and the second half contains the Smiths, then the query terminates
quickly at the second level of the tree.
Query performance Based upon BLIND SEER’s index mechanism, we expect its query
performance to be related to the rate of pruning bad subsets. As a result, we expect the best
(and most predictable) performance on single-field equality and disjunction searches that
do not require any pruning. For conjunction queries, we expect performance roughly to be
related to the number of records in the most-selective clause of the query.
Our performance results match this intuition. Figure 9 describes BLIND SEER’s performance overall on single-field equality queries where the tree-based search only walks down
paths that lead to desired records. The data shows a clean linear relationship with the main
fixed cost being due to the tree traversal and the main variable cost per-record being due
to the record retrieval process. MIT LL also partitioned this data by the datatype being
searched; we found that (1) the fixed cost per query is slightly higher for strings (0.7 seconds)
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Figure 9: BLIND SEER’s performance on single-field equality queries on a 10 TB database
as a function of the number of results returned, separated by data type of the field being
searched.

Figure 10: Cumulative distribution function of BLIND SEER’s performance on boolean
queries executed on a 10 TB database during Phase 2 testing. Note the 100× multiplier for
labels on the y-axis.
than it is for integers and dates (0.4 seconds) and (2) the variable cost per-record returned
is identical for all datatypes.
Figure 10 provides some insight into the complicated nature of BLIND SEER’s performance on select id boolean queries. Essentially, their tree-based search mechanism
performed relatively well on simpler queries. But, when we fed more complicated queries
with several clauses that each match a large fraction of the database, BLIND SEER’s treebased search method fared poorly because it is unable to prune the tree quickly. In total, we
observed that we observed that the the number of records in the most-selective clause of the
query describes approximately 62% of query performance. The remaining variation is due
to the nuanced tree traversal process, whose pruning rate depends on both the distribution
(i.e., how many Johns are also Smiths) and location (i.e., whether the Johns are next to the
Smiths) of data in the database.
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10 TB database
select * select id
Good: 100% passing
EQ
EQ
P3
P3
P4
P4
P8
P8
P9
P9

100 GB database
select * select id
Good: 100% passing
P3
P4
P8
P11
P11
Fair: > 50% passing
EQ(83%)

Fair: > 50% passing
P1 (86%)
Poor: ≤ 50% passing
P1 (8%)
P2 (33%)

Poor: ≤ 50% passing
EQ (45%)
P1 (11%)
P1 (6%)
P2 (16%)
P2 (1%)
P3 (7%)
P4 (11%)
P8 (8%)
P9 (50%) P9 (14%)

P2 (0%)

Table 13: Percent of each of BLIND SEER’s query types that meet the BAA’s Phase 2
performance requirement of 5 · baseline + 8 seconds, for each database size (either 108 or 106
records, at 105 bytes per row) and select clause tested during Phase 2. Note that P11 type
queries were only tested on the 100GB database.

Finally, we examine performance for other query types. Table 13 shows the percentage of
BLIND SEER’s tests that met the BAA’s performance requirement of 5 times the baseline
plus 8 seconds.15 BLIND SEER also fared relatively well on keyword (P3) and stemming (P4)
query types that are implemented similarly to equality queries. BLIND SEER performed
poorly for range (P2) queries due to their ad-hoc method of answering range queries as
a complicated conjunction query whose clauses each individually match a large number of
records (a method that the baseline need not employ). Boolean queries containing a negation
perform similarly poorly because negations are turned into range queries.
Threshold (P8), ranking (P9), and XML (P11) queries are not natively supported by
our baseline software and were implemented with a (slower) customized function. Thus, we
recommend caution when judging BLIND SEER’s performance on P8, P9, and P11 queries.
Finally, we highlight the scalability of BLIND SEER. Based on Table 13, BLIND SEER
generally performed better in comparison to the baseline on the 10 TB database than it did
on the 100 GB database. Additionally, BLIND SEER performed better on select * queries
15

Query types are reviewed in Section 5.
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than it did on select id queries. In summary, the overhead of BLIND SEER’s index search
mechanism is less damaging (relative to the baseline) on more ‘complicated’ queries on which
the baseline must work harder too.
We note that, due to software installation and runtime issues by the BLIND SEER
prototype, MIT LL was only able to execute query tests on the 10TB database (108 rows,
105 bytes per row) and 100GB database (106 rows, 105 bytes per row). Both select * and
select ID queries were run against both database sizes.
Policy performance As a reminder, BLIND SEER supports a rich set of policies to
authorize queries. Policies can apply directly to an individual keyword search or to the
combination of keyword searches included in a Boolean query (see Section 5.4 for details).
In both phases, MIT LL tested BLIND SEER’s correctness and performance on policy tests
executed on a 10 GB database with 105 rows and 105 bytes per row.
BLIND SEER was successful in enforcing the a variety of policies that exercise the different features available in their robust policy language. For all finished tests, BLIND SEER
correctly rejected queries according to the specified policy. Due to time limitations, the full
breadth of policies across DNF/CNF query types was not tested. Additionally, the policy
checker also exhibited undiagnosed stability issues on a specific conjunctive policy test.
While the latency overhead associated with policy enforcement was not formally tested,
MIT LL noted that queries that failed the specified policy took noticeably longer than the
same queries run without a policy in place.
6.1.2

ESPADA

This section describes ESPADA’s SPAR prototype as of the end of Phase 2 of the SPAR
research program, based upon MIT LL’s report to the government at the end of the phase [57].
Base query type ESPADA’s search mechanism is optimized to handle conjunction queries
in a special form that the designers call ‘ESPADA normal form,’ which has the format
w ∧ φ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) where the ‘start term’ w and all ‘cross terms’ xi are single-field equality
searches and φ is an arbitrary boolean formula over the cross terms (for instance, it can
negate any of the cross terms). ESPADA’s inverted index search mechanism first determines
the set of records that match the start term w. Then it searches only these records (using a
second data structure) to determine whether or not they match the cross terms xi .
Query performance Due to their index structure, we expect ESPADA’s performance on
conjunction queries to correlate strongly with the number of records that match the start
term. MIT LL’s testing results confirm that failing to adhere to this rule causes grave
damage. For the query ssn = 123456789 and sex = female, we found that swapping the
order of the clauses increased query time from less than a second to a full day. As a result,
MIT LL’s automated query generator ensured that the most selective clause was placed first
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Figure 11: ESPADA’s performance on single-field equality queries on a 10 TB database as a
function of the number of results returned, separated by data type of the field being searched.
Note the 104 × multiplier on the x-axis.
in a conjunction query. Hence, all results that follow should be viewed under the (nontrivial!) assumption that a database querier is aware of the data distribution and capable of
making intelligent decisions about the order of clauses in a query.16
Our test results show that ESPADA’s index retrieval mechanism is incredibly fast, even
performing faster than the baseline on occasion. Query processing in ESPADA is multithreaded with asynchronous I/O. ESPADA’s record retrieval and transmission procedure
relies upon the use of a customized filesystem layout to maximize disk seeks, which can be
incredibly fast if tuned properly (but see our caveat below). With a fast procedure to return
unstructured data, ESPADA tends to perform faster than the baseline on our wider 105
byte per record schema (with a large fingerprint blob) but slower than the baseline on the
narrower 102 byte per record schema.
Obtaining performance data for ESPADA on select id queries is challenging due to
the sheer variety of variables that govern the performance of their inverted-index lookup
mechanism; at the speeds they are able to achieve, even the location of the disk head at the
start of the query is a pertinent variable. Figure 11 demonstrates that select * equality
queries on the 10 TB database are much more predictable.
Table 14 summarizes of the best-fit curves for the query latency as a function of number
of records returned for each database size and query type. We also provide coefficients of
determination: they show that ESPADA’s query performance is more reliable for single-field
equality (including keyword and stemming) and boolean query types than it is for more
complicated query types (range, wildcard, subsequence) that get transformed internally into
a complicated boolean query.
We caution that ESPADA’s database initialization is both slow and rather complicated
due to their customized filesystem layout. During phase 1 testing, we needed to reformat our
16

During the pilot demonstration, no effort was made to transform queries into ESPADA normal form.
There were a small number of queries that were not easily expressible in ESPADA normal form. These
queries had by far the worst performance. See Section 6.2 and Figures 13 and 14.
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# of records
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

select
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
id
id
id
id
id
id
id

Query type
equality
boolean (P1)
range (P2)
keyword (P3)
stemming (P4)
wildcard (P6)
subsequence (P7)
equality
boolean (P1)
range (P2)
keyword (P3)
stemming (P4)
wildcard (P6)
subsequence (P7)
equality
boolean (P1)
range (P2)
keyword (P3)
stemming (P4)
equality
boolean (P1)
range (P2)
keyword (P3)
stemming (P4)
wildcard (P6)
subsequence (P7)

Best-fit function
ql = 0.002 · x + 0.16
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.289
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.275
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.176
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.152
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.262
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.288
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.226
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.274
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.258
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.216
ql = 0.001 · x + 0.198
ql = 0.002 · x + 0.479
ql = 0.004 · x + 1.149
ql = 0.004 · x + 0.239
ql = 0.004 · x + 0.418
ql = 0.004 · x + 0.355
ql = 0.004 · x − 0.023
ql = 0.004 · x + 0.407
ql = 0.0 · x + 0.174
ql = 0.0 · x + 0.328
ql = 0.0 · x + 0.343
ql = 0.0 · x + 0.204
ql = 0.0 · x + 0.185
ql = 0.012 · x + 34.117
ql = 0.008 · x + 31.623

r2
0.807
0.972
0.925
0.974
0.908
0.125
0.522
0.989
0.921
0.989
0.998
0.999
0.646
0.268
0.981
0.973
0.99
0.967
0.985
0.533
0.032
0.662
0.848
0.929
0.04
0.01

Table 14: Best-fit curves for ESPADA’s query latency (ql), as a function of the number of
records in a database (x), the select clause type, and the query type. Results are shown
for the 105 bytes per record schema only. Statistical coefficients of determination (r2 ) are
also provided.
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RAID array to change its file block allocation. We note that this is an extremely low-level
change that is not (to our knowledge) documented or automated anywhere. Hence, the performance numbers during the SPAR research program (as good as they are) must come with
a corresponding concern about the usability and software maturity of the technology. The
pilot effort provides a valuable benchmark here of MIT LL performing software installation
without input from the ESPADA team; see Table 16 and Appendix F.2 for details.
Policy performance ESPADA supports simple query authorization policies that restrict
the fields that may be searched, plus some extra features on range and subsequence queries.
In both phases, MIT LL tested BLIND SEER’s correctness and performance on policy tests
executed on a 10 GB database with 105 rows and 105 bytes per row. ESPADA was successful
in enforcing all policies that we tested them on. Policy enforcement added a small constant
latency that did not vary with database size.
6.1.3

Stealth

This section describes Stealth’s SPAR prototype as of the end of Phase 1 of the SPAR
research program, based upon MIT LL’s report to the government at the end of the phase [54].
Because Stealth only participated in Phase 1, whereas the two teams above participated in
both phases of the research program, we strongly caution readers not to compare the teams
directly based upon the data presented here. The Stealth team has since made substantial
changes to their technology and corresponding implementation. Stealth added new query
types during the pilot effort, as described in Section 5.1.
Base query type The Stealth prototype reduces all supported query types to range
queries. Recall that Stealth’s technology focuses on securing a B-tree index structure of
pointers to all records in sorted order. As a result, range queries can be performed using
two B-tree lookups to find pointers to the records at the start and end points of a range;
then, all records between these two pointers are returned to the querier. Single-field equality
searches can be performed similarly with only one B-tree lookup.
The other query types that Stealth handled in Phase 1 (keywords, stemming, and subsequence queries) were all computed by converting them into a range or single-field equality
query as appropriate; see Section 2.3 and Stealth’s proposed query type document [43] for
more details. During the research program, Stealth lacked the ability to perform conjunction
queries or anything that would further refine the set of records to return within a range; this
restriction was addressed during the pilot effort.
Stealth provided an informal description of Boolean queries [38]. They maintain the basic
structure of a separate B-tree per field. A set of record pointers is retrieved from each B-tree.
A private set intersection protocol is performed on the record pointers for a conjunction, and
a private set union is performed for a disjunction. Negations are not currently supported.
This approach leaks the size of how many records match each individual query term.
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Select type
select
select
select
select
select
select
select
select
select
select
select
select

*
*
*
*
id
id
id
id
*
*
*
*

Query
type
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
P2
P3
P4
P7

Database size
104 rows (1 GB)
106 rows (100 GB)
5 · 106 rows (500 GB)
108 rows (10 TB)
104 rows (1 GB)
106 rows (100 GB)
5 · 106 rows (500 GB)
108 rows (10 TB)
108 rows (10 TB)
108 rows (10 TB)
108 rows (10 TB)
108 rows (10 TB)

Best-fit line, in
seconds
3.731 + 0.09403x
5.997 + 0.08303x
6.116 + 0.08852x
13.13 + 0.08216x
2.283 + 0.07663x
5.631 + 0.07676x
5.655 + 0.07657x
11.12 + 0.07731x
19.23 + 0.08455x
10.35 + 0.09169x
10.36 + 0.08103x
22.31 + 0.08083x

Coefficient of
determination
r2 = 0.992
r2 = 0.995
r2 = 0.999
r2 = 0.870
r2 = 0.998
r2 = 0.989
r2 = 0.999
r2 = 0.969
r2 = 0.267
r2 = 0.987
r2 = 0.912
r2 = 0.942

Table 15: Stealth’s phase 1 query latency results as a function of the number of results
to each query (‘x’). The first two sets of results are shown as a function of database size,
averaged over all query types. The final set of results is displayed instead as a function of
query type for only the largest database tested.
Query performance The nature of Stealth’s B-tree search made its performance more
straightforward than the baseline or any other SPAR technology. Query latencies essentially
comprised two factors:
1. One or two scans through the B-tree (taking approximately 13 seconds on our testbed).
The cost of a scan depends primarily on the size of the B-tree, which itself depends
on the database size. Whether 1 or 2 scans are required depends on the query type:
keyword (P3) and stemming (P4) queries require one scan whereas range (P2) and
subsequence (P7) queries require two.
2. A fixed cost per record retrieved (approximately 0.08 seconds, on our testbed).
The results of Phase 1 tests are summarized in Table 15. We emphasize the fact that
query latency times are highly predictable based solely on knowledge of the database size,
without knowing anything else about the query type or values being searched. This property
is decidedly not true of the other SPAR technologies nor of our baseline databases, and it
gets to the heart of the difference between Stealth and other database technologies.
First, most databases perform extensive pre-computation to build indices that can be
searched as quickly as possible, especially for common results such as single-field equality
matches. In contrast, Stealth’s focus was on designing indices that can be searched as
securely as possible, and their low leakage is balanced by their long search types even when
a single value is returned. Second, most databases enable conjunction queries that permit
the server to prune results as much as possible before transmitting them back to the querier.
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Figure 12: Cumulative distribution function of Stealth’s query latency during our phase 1
policy testing, with and without policies enabled.
In contrast, Stealth’s technology was incapable of performing a ‘secondary’ search inside the
results of a range query, and instead must perform the slower and more predictable approach
of returning all records that match a range query.
As a result, Stealth performs poorly on the ‘simple’ types of queries that people wish
to execute in practice, such as single-field equality searches, which modern databases can
handle incredibly quickly (at the millisecond level). Stealth performs much better, relative
to the baseline, on more ‘complex’ queries like subsequence or select * queries.
Policy performance During the research program, Stealth’s query authorization policy
was performed using a generic secure multi-party computation protocol. As a result, its policy checking mechanism was very slow, introducing a noticeable delay in the query protocol
up to 25 seconds as shown in Figure 12.

6.2

Pilot Demonstration Performance

This section describes the performance of SPAR technologies during the pilot demonstration.
The three SPAR technologies were subject to the same set of tests so we directly compare
performance in this subsection. The three main tests were 1) query latency times 2) insert
times and 3) deletes times. Query latency times were remeasured after records were added
to the database. Throughout this subsection, the baseline for comparison is MySQL 5.1 with
single column indices for all searchable columns.
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Query-Response Speed Queries were categorized as either simple and complex. Complex
queries either had a mix of “AND” and “OR” expressions or contained a range. Query
timing was measured across this categorization, with each of the 202 queries in the query
corpus being categorized. SPAR implementations occassionally responded more quickly than
the MySQL baseline, while in other cases it response times were several orders of magnitude
slower. Figure 13 depicts timing for simple queries, and Figure 14 depicts timing for complex
queries.
ESPADA demonstrated very fast query-response times on specific query formats, and not
just on simple queries. ESPADA performed particularly well on queries in ESPADA normal
form, in which the first term of each clause was very selective. However, if the query could not
be converted to ESPADA normal form, ESPADA was very slow. As shown in Figures 13 and
14, Stealth’s implementation was the most consistent of the three across simple and complex
queries. It was also often the fastest. Finally, BLIND SEER demonstrated the slowest
query-response times, with a high variability between complex and simple queries. This is
depicted in Figure 14 and Table 16. The BLIND SEER development team has indicated that
after the pilot demonstration, they have improved their speed performance at least five-fold
and that they can effect further improvements [21]. MIT LL has not evaluated this claim.
Stealth’s median and mean query response times are almost the same. The means of both
BLIND SEER and ESPADA are much larger than their respective median query response
times. This indicates that there were a few queries for both BLIND SEER and ESPADA
with much slower query response times.
For interactive use-cases (including the pilot use case) SPAR technology demonstrated
sufficient query response times in comparison to the MySQL baseline. SPAR technology
query response times are probably not sufficient for use in statistical use cases. However,
SPAR technology was not designed for these types of applications.
Inserts SPAR implementations were tested on their update capabilities, both inserts and
deletes. This analysis measured the total time taken for inserts – starting from the time the
insert process was initiated and ending when the records appeared in the database. On this
metric, Stealth performed very well on insert speed, as shown in Figure 15. Stealth was also
the only implementation able to scale up to one million records. ESPADA performed the
worst.
The pilot demonstration also tested the impact of inserts on subsequent query-response
time. Figures 16 and 17 depict timing for simple and complex queries respectively. The
impact on inserts in ESPADA was fairly limited, whereas Stealth was greatly impacted.
BLIND SEER’s post-insert performance is not representative due because the post insert
run of the query corpus failed to complete. Among the failed queries were several of the
worst performing preinsert queries.
Insert Testing Caveats Insert speed between the three SPAR technologies is difficult to
compare. The three technologies handle insertion very differently. Stealth batched inserts.
BLIND SEER pre-allocated space in the data structures for updates and handles inserts
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Figure 13: Query-response time for simple queries in seconds (pre-insert)

Figure 14: Query-response time for complex queries in seconds (pre-insert)
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Pre-Insert
Simple Queries

Pre-Insert
Complex Queries

Post-Insert
Simple Queries

Post-Insert
Complex Queries

Technology
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth
MySQL Baseline
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth
MySQL Baseline

Mean
1120.0
28.2
17.3
0.81
1820
176
20.6
3.39

Min
0.03
0.28
2.01
0.00
0.02
0.11
1.53
0.00

25th
7.75
0.47
7.32
0.00
2.39
1.21
8.24
0.01

Median
145
1.08
18.20
0.03
343
4.28
18.7
0.15

75th
608
3.96
20.70
0.16
1110
166
24.6
0.99

Max
23200
1840
156
23.5
53600
3220
175
51.2

Technology
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth
MySQL Baseline
BLIND SEER
ESPADA
Stealth
MySQL Baseline

Mean
1160
31.6
23.8
.95
1080
191
28.0
3.42

Min
0.03
0.27
3.23
0.00
0.02
0.12
2.73
0.00

25th
10.2
0.49
12.8
0.01
2.22
1.24
13.7
0.01

Median
132
1.12
24.6
0.04
125
4.51
26.3
0.15

75th
640
3.55
29.7
0.21
1010
176
34.8
1.09

Max
24700
1960
153
31.0
9050
3430
180
51.7

Table 16: Query response times of all three implementations in seconds.
immediately. Inserts in the ESPADA implementation have transactional behavior and are
handled immediately. (We further describe the insert approaches in Section 5.) All three
systems were tested on inserts of 10 thousand, 100 thousand, and 500 thousand records.
The Stealth implementation was also measured on a 1 million record insert. The BLIND
SEER system was not measured on 1 million inserts because the system preallocates space
for inserted records and the system was only configured with a total capacity of 1 million
inserted records. The ESPADA implementation was capable of supporting 1 million inserts
but the time to insert 500 thousand records was prohibitive so MIT LL choose not to attempt
inserting 1 million records.
Delete Testing Delete-operation timing and accuracy was evaluated in the risk reduction
environment because its performance was not believed to be data dependent and there was
limited test time in the pilot environment. Ten queries were used to select a set of records.
Each SPAR implementation was then asked to delete each returned record. Each query was
run again and it was confirmed that they now returned no records.17
As can be seen in Figure 18, BLIND SEER performed the best on deletions with Stealth
not far behind. It is uncertain how both systems would scale in terms of query timing given
that BLIND SEER and Stealth are both marking records as deleted but the space used for
17

However, no attempt was made to ensure that only the specified records were deleted.
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Figure 15: Elapsed time in seconds to number of records inserted
the record is not reclaimed. Of the three, ESPADA is the slowest, again due to the fact that
they handle any modification of the database as transactions. Unlike inserted records, in all
three implementations deletions take effect immediately.
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Figure 16: Query-response time for simple queries in seconds (post-insert)

Figure 17: Query-response time for complex queries in seconds (post-insert)
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Figure 18: Delete times in seconds
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7

Software Maturity

The SPAR program developed cryptographic technology and software implementations designed to demonstrate this technology. The SPAR BAA [22] did not specify requirements for
the software implementations. As these implementations move towards deployment, evaluating the software is important. During the SPAR research program, each team was given
direct access to MIT LL’s test hardware. They were able to customize their software and
debug problems with the MIT LL evaluation team in real time. It was difficult to evaluate
the maturity of SPAR implementations during the research program.
The pilot demonstration took place in a classified cloud environment. SPAR teams did
not have access to this environment. The MIT LL evaluation team deployed, installed, and
configured each SPAR implementation. Each SPAR team provided phone and email support
as needed.18 This section contains anecdotal information about that experience.
At their current maturity level, the SPAR implementations are more suited for research
than real-world deployment. As far as the authors are aware, the SPAR teams performed all
prior deployments of their respective implementations. This section describes the experience
of MIT LL in deploying each implementation for the pilot demonstration. The deployment is
divided into three sections – installation, configuration, and operation. The comments in this
section are based on the experience of the MIT LL team deploying the SPAR implementations
in both the risk reduction and pilot environments. The deployment itself used Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL).19

7.1

Installation

Installation was fairly straightforward for each system, and Stealth’s seemed to be the simplest. All three teams provided custom installation scripts, along with documentation. The
installation process utilized the platform’s package-management system to download source
files for services that would be used by each implementation.
Each SPAR implementation’s installation also included source for some external libraries
(e.g., for OpenSSL). This approach was adequate for the pilot demonstration. However,
in practice, this approach would lead to both difficult maintenance and potential security
vulnerabilities. For example, the dependencies provided for source builds of Stealth and
ESPADA included cryptography libraries (e.g., gnutls, nettle, and openssl). Consider a
hypothetical scenario in which a vulnerability is discovered in one of these libraries and
a patch is created by the maintainers of that library. In an enterprise, security patches
are typically distributed via the package-management systems of enterprise machines (e.g.,
Windows Update). A patch distributed in this way would update all system libraries installed
18

MIT LL test personnel also deployed SPAR implementations in the pilot risk reduction environment.
During the risk reduction test SPAR teams had network access to the cloud environment and could provide
on computer support. This was not possible in the actual pilot environment.
19
The risk reduction environment used CentOS 6, there were limited issues moving between the two
operating systems. The research program used Ubuntu 12.04. SPAR teams did report issues changing to
CentOS 6 due to the older Linux kernel.
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via the package-management system. However, it could not patch the in-source builds of
these libraries in SPAR implementations.
Previous SPAR testing took place on Ubuntu while this testing used RHEL. This change,
along with the aggressive schedule for the pilot demonstration, may have led the developers
to take this approach. RHEL has older, more mature versions of most packages because
it targets enterprise customers who typically value stability over update frequency. It is
quite possible that packages for the required versions of some dependencies were not yet
available for RHEL. Bundling and building libraries with their software gave the developers
much more control over which specific versions of the libraries were used. Further, the
development teams only had a month or two of notice about the specific target platform for
the pilot demonstration, and they were using that time to implement other essential features.
BLIND SEER’s dependencies were all available as RHEL 6 packages with the exception
of a library called Thread Building Blocks, which they included as a source build. None
of their dependencies were statically linked. Stealth’s dependencies were all provided as
source builds and several of these libraries, including security-critical libraries, were statically
linked. Consequently, the SPAR software would need to be recompiled each time a patch was
applied for one of those library dependencies. The ESPADA team apparently customized
the OpenSSL library for ESPADA, which presents even more of a maintenance concern. Any
patch that affects the customized code might need to be merged into their customized source
build of OpenSSL.
It would be preferable if each system would depend only on standard packages that
are available via the package-management system of the target platform. It would also be
preferable for libraries to be dynamically linked, particularly those which implement security
capabilities. The amount of work to get the correct version of all required dependencies packaged for each implementation on a given target enterprise platform is not known and varies
by implementation. BLIND SEER seemed to have the smallest number of dependencies
outside the package manager, at least for the target platform.

7.2

Configuration

Overall, Stealth seemed the easiest to configure while the ESPADA and BLIND SEER
systems seemed about equal in difficulty. ESPADA had the most complex documentation
and the most extensive collection of tunable configuration parameters. While this offered a
lot of control over ESPADA’s performance, it also contributed substantially to configuration
complexity. Stealth performed ingest in the shortest time, while ESPADA took the most
time. BLIND SEER’s ingest had to be performed multiple times because of parsing problems.
Schema Specification Unlike conventional relational databases, where indexing and tuning can be performed at any time, the SPAR technology required specification of the schema
and any indexing requirements before data was ingested. The MIT LL team developed a
standard “annotations” file format for SPAR implementations to parse. This file specified
field name, field size, data type, minimum value, maximum value, total number of possible
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values (if less than the difference between minimum and maximum value), and indexing
requirements for each field in the schema. This means a database administrator must anticipate all possible searches ahead of time. Adding an index to a SPAR implementation
changes the query times, memory and hard disk footprint. Optimizing index types is an
important and delicate process.
While this was sufficient for the pilot demonstration, this approach is limited. Any
changes to the schema or the indexing requirements of an operational system would require
re-configuring and re-ingesting all data. To achieve comparable modifiability and tuning
capabilities with traditional relational databases, more work is required. Of the three systems, Stealth’s schema and ingest parsing seemed the most mature and resilient. The other
systems’ parsing engines halted on simple things such as whether a table name was quoted.
Policy Specification Each implementation team had its own approach to specifying a
query-check policy. This was the most error-prone and time-consuming aspect of configuring
the systems for deployment. In some cases, the implementation teams had to make code
changes to make it possible to express the desired policy. This is untenable as a general
solution for specifying a policy to be enforced.
It was fairly easy to specify a query-check policy in BLIND SEER. However, BLIND
SEER would only accept queries in very specific formats that needed to be specified. Thus,
configuring BLIND SEER to enforce policies effectively and answering all legitimate queries
is still difficult. ESPADA had very complex query-check rules that used structural whitelists.
The fairly simple policy used in this pilot demonstration became 600 lines in the ESPADA
format, with each allowed query structure specifically whitelisted. Stealth had a simplest
syntax for specifying query-check policy, though it required a compilation step before starting
the system.

7.3

Operation

It is generally considered a best practice for long-running services to be implemented as background processes (e.g., Linux daemons or Windows services). These background processes
can typically be managed using the platform’s standard service-management tools. Further,
they are generally non-interactive; they read configuration information from a standard location and write log information to a standard location. The indexing and policy-checking
components of the SPAR implementations, by contrast, were command-line executables that
typically wrote to standard output. They had to be run using special utilities to avoid needing to remain logged into the system while the program was running. Such behavior was
acceptable to meet the aggressive pilot demonstration schedule, but would not likely be popular with IT professionals tasked with deploying such a system in an operational setting.
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8

Usability

Usability was not an explicit requirement of the SPAR BAA [22]. However, usability reflects the current status of SPAR security (Section 4), functionality (Section 5), performance
(Section 6), and software maturity (Section 7). MIT LL views usability as a summary of the
current state of SPAR technology.
The SPAR research program made no attempt to assess the usability of SPAR technology. Usability is application dependent. The research program instead focused on assessing
security, functionality, and performance.
The pilot demonstration included a live human-subjects component. Operators interacted with SPAR technology through a web interface developed by MIT LL. As described in
Section 3, operators were not allowed to interact with a baseline technology. Since this was
different than the user interfaces that they use in practice, it could have affected their perception of the technology. The lack of a baseline may also hide other impacts of experimental
design. Operators who participated in the study were given a questionnaire for each SPAR
technology that they used. This questionnaires included Likert questions about agreement
with statements about the usability of the SPAR technology. The user tasks and the full
questionnaires can be found in the report addendum [10],
Almost all operators took the training session using Stealth technology. Thus, all responses from the training are presented in together in Figure 19. Overall, many operators
agreed that the SPAR technology could be incorporated into their workflow. Most agreed
that most people could learn to use the technology quickly.
Individual usability results from each implementation are in Figures 20, 21, and 22 for
BLIND SEER, ESPADA, and Stealth respectively. These depict agreement with statements
made from the second user session and beyond. Operators using BLIND SEER were more
likely to disagree with the statement, “I was able to perform my tasks in an acceptable time.”
Based on discussions with the operators, slow and unpredictable timing is why operators
using BLIND SEER were also more likely to disagree with the statement, “I would want to
use this technology regularly.” This demonstrates that BLIND SEER’s query-response time
led to usability concerns. Operators were unsure if they should wait for a query to resolve,
or if they should do something else while waiting. ESPADA and Stealth were both more
favorable to operators – ESPADA often responded more quickly than Stealth, but Stealth
was more consistent in how long its queries took.
In summary, the pilot was the first demonstration of SPAR technology in a real use
case. The pilot was a first step in transitioning SPAR technology from research-ware to
a production capability. The pilot helped identify critical challenges to deploying SPAR
technology. MIT LL believes these challnges represent a fraction of the challenges contained
in the SPAR vision. We end with the following quotes from operators:
• “The technology was easy to use and would definitely be helpful to the community.”
• “Its always useful for analysts to have direct access to data sets that will benefit their
work. If the technology is able to streamline the process of obtaining that data, analysts
will find applications for it.”
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The	
  system	
  could	
  integrate	
  into	
  my	
  daily	
  workﬂow.	
  

I	
  needed	
  to	
  learn	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  things	
  before	
  I	
  could	
  get	
  going	
  
with	
  the	
  SPAR	
  interface.	
  

I	
  imagine	
  most	
  people	
  would	
  learn	
  to	
  use	
  the	
  SPAR	
  
interface	
  fairly	
  quickly.	
  

I	
  think	
  I	
  would	
  need	
  the	
  support	
  to	
  a	
  technical	
  person	
  to	
  
use	
  the	
  SPAR	
  interface.	
  

The	
  SPAR	
  interface	
  was	
  easy	
  to	
  use.	
  

The	
  SPAR	
  interface	
  was	
  similar	
  to	
  my	
  standard	
  search	
  
interface.	
  

Strongly	
  Disagree	
  

Disagree	
  

Neutral	
  

Agree	
  

Strongly	
  Agree	
  

Figure 19: Operator agreement with questions about SPAR technology. These questions
were administered during the training session.
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I	
  would	
  want	
  to	
  use	
  this	
  technology	
  regularly.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  perform	
  my	
  tasks	
  in	
  an	
  acceptable	
  8me.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  wildcard	
  queries.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  ‘Starts	
  With’	
  or	
  
‘Contains’	
  queries.	
  
I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  queries	
  involving	
  
mul8ple	
  conjunc8ons	
  (ANDs)	
  or	
  disjunc8ons	
  (ORs).	
  
I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  disjunc8on	
  (OR)	
  
queries.	
  
I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  conjunc8on	
  (AND)	
  
queries.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  range	
  queries.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  successfully	
  perform	
  equality	
  queries.	
  
Strongly	
  Disagree	
  

Disagree	
  

Neutral	
  

Agree	
  

Strongly	
  Agree	
  

Figure 20: Operator agreement with questions about BLIND SEER. These questions were
administered during the scripted user testing session.
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I	
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Figure 21: Operator agreement with questions about ESPADA. These questions were administered during the scripted user testing session.
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I	
  would	
  want	
  to	
  use	
  this	
  technology	
  regularly.	
  

I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  perform	
  my	
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  in	
  an	
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  Agree	
  

Figure 22: Operator agreement with questions about Stealth. These questions were administered during the scripted user testing session.
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A

Glossary of Terms

AES Advanced Encryption Standard. Current U.S. standard for symmetric cipher.
API Application Program Interface.
AWS Amazon Web Services
B-tree Balanced tree structure where nodes may have more than two children.
Baseline A non-privacy-preserving database software package (including a standard database
server and client executable) produced by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Evaluation
Team. In the original research program Phase 1, the database server was MySQL;
Phase 2, will use MariaDB 5.5.32. In the pilot demonstrated, the database server was
MySQL.
BLIND SEER SPAR technology developed by Columbia University, Bell Labs, and LGS
Innovations.
Bloom filter Space efficient data structure used to represent large sets. Has no false negatives and a configurable false positive rate.
Collusion Two parties P1 and P2 are said to collude if they communicate outside of the
prescribed protocol. For the purposes of security definitions, colluding parties are
assumed to be under the control of one entity.
Covert A covert party is malicious but has an active interest in not having its malicious
behavior be detected.
Database Management System A database management system is a software application that allows several clients to query a database. The goal of SPAR Technical Area
1 is for teams to build a privacy-preserving database management system. Examples of existing (non-privacy-preserving) database management systems are MySQL,
MariaDB and Oracle.
C2S Commercial Cloud Services. Cloud platform based on Amazon Web Services
Database A database is a collection of records, generally organized into tables. Each table
is structured by its column and row, such that columns typically indicate structure for
the table and rows identify specific entries. The columns are also referred to as fields.
All records in a single table have the same set of fields. Current SPAR systems only
support a single table. Fields are not fully searchable by default, currently, the set of
searchable fields (and query types) must be specified at database creation time.
Data owner Logical entity that is responsible for management of a private data set. Has
privacy concerns for the records contained in the data set. The owner can allow a
querier access to a record using SPAR protocols. In whatever interactions take place,
the owner should not learn the querier’s queries or access patterns.
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Pilot Data Owner Provided the data set for use during the pilot, specified query
policy requirements for access to the data set, and provided operators for the
testing period. Details about the Data Owner can be found in [10].
Data querier Logical entity that wishes to ask sensitive queries about a private data set.
Has privacy concerns for their query as well as any results to the query. SPAR protocols
may support multiple queriers. If protocols support multiple queriers, then they should
be able to withstand collusion between multiple queriers. Protocols need not be able
to withstand collusion between queriers and the owner.
Pilot Data Querier Specified confidentiality requirements for query privacy, provided the use case and current workflow, and provided operators for the testing
period. Details about the Data Querier can be found in [10].
DH Diffie-Hellman. Key agreement algorithm security relies on the hardness of discrete
logarithm.
DNF Disjunctive Normal Form. Boolean formula that is an OR of clauses each of which is
a conjunctive of simple clauses.
El Gamal Public-key encryption scheme that relies on hardness of discrete logarithm problem.
ESPADA SPAR technology developed by IBM Research and UC-Irvine.
False positive Occurs when a valid query should be accepted but is rejected
False negative Occurs when an invalid query should be rejected but is accepted
Field A field or column represents a named value in a record. Each field has a data type
that defines the types of values that may be associated with the field. All records in
the same table have the same fields.
Garbled Circuit Cryptographic approach to allow two parties to jointly and private compute arbitrary circuit.
Homomorphic Encryption Encryption scheme that allows for manipulation of underlying plaintext by manipulatiing only with ciphertext.
Fully Homomorphic Encryption Encryption scheme that allows for arbitrary computation on underlying plaintext by manipulation only ciphertexts.
IARPA Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity. Funded the SPAR research program, evaluated the results, and decided on the use case for the pilot demonstration. Identified potential customer organizations within the government, communicated SPAR capabilities to those customers, prioritized technical requirements from
those customers, and coordinated the pilot effort.
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International Business Machines (IBM) Research - Lead of ESPADA team.20 This
technology was developed under the SPAR program to provide secure database search.
Documentation on this technology includes security [30, 32, 33] and performance [31]
evaluations by the IBM team and analysis by MIT LL [57].
IPSec Internet Protocol Security. Protocol designed to secure connection between two
network devices. Operates at the network layer. Intended to provide confidentiality
and integrity.
IT Information Technology.
Lucent Government Systems (LGS) - Led the extension of the BLIND SEER implementation during the pilot demonstration.21 Throughout this document, this technology is called BLIND SEER. This technology was developed during the SPAR research program to provide secure database search. Documentation on this technology
includes security and performance evaluations by the Columbia University and Bell
Labs team [39] and analysis by MIT LL [49, 56].
Malicious A malicious party does not need to follow the prescribed protocol. Additionally, it may passively eavesdrop on network communications between other parties
or actively interfere with these communications by inserting, removing, mauling, or
replaying communication over the network.
MariaDB Commercial database management system.
MIT LL Testing and evaluation team for the three SPAR technologies for both the research program and the pilot demonstration. MIT LL developed software to facilitate
comparisons of the performance and functionality of the three implementations. This
included developing components to instrument the systems being tested and to collect
metrics on end-to-end performance, as well as writing scripts to manage the lifecycle
of systems being tested and for data analysis. Additionally, MIT LL designed tests,
analyzed their results, and wrote this report. MIT LL also developed a standard user
interface for the pilot demonstration.
MySQL Commercial database management system.
Network The network is an implicit third party whose functionality is that of a messenger.
An honest network, denoted N, faithfully delivers messages between parties. The network may be malicious; The protocol should address threats to security requirements
arising from a compromised network.
OpenSSL Popular opensource cryptographic library written in the C language.
20
21

In collaboration with University of California – Irvine
In collaboration with Bell Labs and Columbia University.
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Policy Checker A policy checking algorithm determines whether or not a client is authorized to make a given query, based on a query authorization policy provided by the
server. Hence, it protects the server’s confidentiality against clients.
Private Information Retrieval Class of cryptographic protocols were a client retrieves
an item from a server without the server knowing which item was retrieved.
Pseudorandom function Keyed function whose behavior is indistinguishable from a random function without knowledge of the key.
Oblivious Pseudorandom function A two party protocol for evaluating a pseudoranom function where the key is held by a server and the input by a client. At
the end of the protocol the client should learn the pseudorandom function output
on the input and no other information should be exchanged.
Query A query is a request made by the client to retrieve information from the database.
Queries span a range of operations, from returning a single value from a single field
to complex operations performed on the data, including data dependencies (such as
‘JOIN’) or conditional operations. SPAR technology currently supports a subset of
common query types.
Query Access Patterns Query access patterns refers to any information regarding which
records a client is accessing.
RAM Random Access Memory. Data where any location can be efficiently accessed.
Oblivious RAM Cryptographic technique to make all data location accesses data
independent. Use to eliminate information leakage due to memory access patterns.
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks. Technique to present multiple hardware
disk as a smaller number of virtual disks with lower probability of failure.
Record A record or row is an entry in a table associating fields with values.
REST Representational State Transfer. Architecture for building network applications.
RHEL Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
(Secure) Multi-Party Computation Cryptographic technique for multiple parties to private compute arbitrary function of shared inputs.
Security and Privacy Assurance Research Research program initiated by IARPA. Built
tools that balanced security, privacy, and efficiency.
Semi-honest A party is said to be semi-honest, or “honest-but-curious”, if it obeys the
protocol but attempts to glean additional information from messages that it observes.
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Semi-honest parties do not eavesdrop on messages between other named parties. Semihonest behavior permits a partial form of collusion: multiple clients are allowed to
collude, but all other types of collusion are forbidden.
SHA-1 Secure Hash Algorithm. Previous U.S. government standard hash algorithm.
SHA-2 Secure Hash Algorithm. Current U.S. government standard hash algorithm.
SHA-3 Secure Hash Algorithm. Current U.S. government standard hash algorithm.
SPAR Abbreviation for Security and Privacy Assurance Research. IARPA sponsored research program on controlled and secure information sharing.
SQL Structured Query Language. Database management language used by many popular
database management systems.
SSL Secure Sockets Layer. Used to provide transport layer security between two endpoints.
Designed to provide confidentiality and integrity. Replaced by TLS.
Stealth SPAR technology developed by Stealth Software Inc.
Stealth Software Inc. SPAR team that developed the Stealth technology.22 Stealth technology was developed under the SPAR program to provide secure database search.
Documentation on this technology includes security [42] and performance [41] evaluations by Stealth and analysis by MIT LL [54].
Symmetric Searchable Encryption Encryption scheme where a client outsources data
to an untrusted database server. Though encrypted, the client and database server are
able to perform meaningful searches over the data and return the “right” encrypted
records to the client.
TA A technical area is a research subgoal for a research program. May contain multiple
research teams/performers.
Table A table is a set of records. Each record has a value in each of the database columns.
For the SPAR program it is acceptable if some of the columns are not searchable. The
columns are also referred to as fields. All records in a single table have the same set
of fields. In the SPAR program all fields in a record will have a non-NULL value.
TB Terabyte. Equal to 1012 bytes.
Third Party A third party is any additional protocol participant, such as an intermediary,
escrow agent, compute platform, or key generator. SPAR Protocols may have multiple
independent third parties. Third parties should not learn plaintext records, the query
authorization policy, or any subset of the ciphertext records in their original order.
22

During the SPAR research program, this technology was known as FSS. It has changed significantly
since the research program and is now known as Stealth.
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Value A record associates the set of fields defined for the table in which the record resides
with a set of values. The value associated with the field must be legal for the data
type of the field.
TLS Transport Layer Security. Used to provide transport layer security between two endpoints. Designed to provide confidentiality and integrity. Preceded by SSL.
True positive Occurs when an invalid query is correctly rejected by a query check
True negative Occurs when a valid query is correctly accepted by a query check
XML EXtensible Markup Language.
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B

Summary of SPAR Technical Areas 2 and 3.1

In this section, we briefly survey the other two Technical Areas of SPAR. TA-2 sought design
improvements in somewhat homomorphic encryption, and TA-3.1 desired privacy-preserving
publish-subscribe systems. (Note: the other sub-tasks of TA3 listed in the BAA [22] were
not funded.)
TA-2: Homomorphic Encryption for Evaluation of Assured Data Retrieval Functions. Homomorphic encryption is a cryptographic primitive that enables computation
directly on encrypted data. In 2009, Craig Gentry proposed the first fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme that enabled an arbitrary (public) function to be evaluated directly
on hidden data [11]. In the six years since Gentry’s discovery, there has been substantial
research into the design of fully homomorphic encryption algorithms [4, 5, 13, 15, 35, 36, 61].
Unfortunately, these systems have been shown to be quite slow, often 7-9 orders of magnitude slower than computation on unencrypted data [12,14]. One reason for this performance
hit is that FHE programs do not operate in the same way that, say, the Intel x86 instruction
set does: it has a far more limited set of basic assembly instructions at its disposal, and most
programs do not neatly decompose into these instructions.
SPAR TA-2 thus poses a natural question: can we design and implement a somewhat
homomorphic encryption (SWHE) scheme that sacrifices the ability to compute arbitrary
programs in return for dramatically better performance on the programs it does evaluate
securely? Specifically, inspired by the goals of the other TAs, performers on TA-2 were
asked to build SWHE schemes that efficiency evaluate functions that commonly serve as
building blocks in data search systems, such as “binary search, pattern matching, evaluation
of predicates, Bloom Filter testing, and computing hash functions [with support for] range
matches [and] partial matches” [22]. In principle, such primitives could be judiciously used
within the other TAs of SPAR to design even stronger search algorithms. For instance,
SWHE would allow the data owner to serve as the database server while retaining the
security properties mentioned in Section 1.2.1 above. In particular, the server would not be
able to leverage knowledge of the underlying data to learn anything about clients’ queries.
(We note that this integration between TAs did not actually occur during the SPAR program
though.)
Two performer teams participated in SPAR TA-2: a team from IBM Research participated in both phases [3, 18, 19] and a team from Stealth Software, Inc. participated in the
first phase. The performers were able to construct SWHE schemes that were “only” 4 to 6
orders of magnitude slower than unprotected computation, and IBM Research demonstrated
its application to a small database of 100,000 records in Phase 2. MIT LL has written evaluation reports for both performers [50, 53, 58] and published our evaluation software along
with some of our test results [25, 63, 64].
TA-3.1: Privacy Protection in Publish/Subscribe Systems. Similar in nature to
TA-1, this Technical Area of SPAR also required performers to design and implement a
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secure data search system (with similar assurance requirements to those stated in Section
1.2.1) whose performance is within 10× that of a non-privacy-preserving system. Rather
than databases though, this TA focused on publish-subscribe systems that quickly route
messages between distributed systems. More concretely, a pub-sub system contains one or
more publishers who wish to distribute messages to some subscribers through the aid of a
message brokering service.
While conceptually simple, this difference spurred TA-3.1 performers to design technologies that were optimized for vastly different settings:
• Storage vs. streaming: Because databases tend to be large data stores, TA-1 desired
performance at large scale (namely, 10 TB). On the other hand, pub-sub systems tend
to be used in message queuing applications in which messages are not actually known
about beforehand; rather, they are sent on the fly. The pub-sub broker must route
them to interested parties faster than the message transmission requests are being sent
to it. The pub-sub broker may use a small buffer to store messages that haven’t been
processed yet, but the amount of storage should be quite small (less than 1 MB).
• Latency vs. throughput: MIT LL’s T&E captured latency and throughput metrics for
both TAs. But, the focus of the TAs were different: in TA-1, performers were tasked
with minimizing the wait time for a client making a single query, whereas in TA-3.1,
performers were tasked with maximizing the number of messages that the broker can
process without being flooded.
• Number of clients: TA-1’s database search problem makes perfect sense with a single
client. As a result, the single-client scenario was by far the most common setting, with
only 1 performer producing any software that handled the multiple-client scenario. By
contrast, the entire purpose of TA-3.1’s routing service is to distribute messages among
several clients. As such, TA-3.1 systems were required to scale to the level of at least
100 different subscribers, potentially each with a different subscription request made
to the broker.
• Query types: As a general principle, the types of subscriptions made in pub-sub systems tend to be much simpler than the types of queries made in SQL databases. The
difference requirements for performers reflects this: TA-3.1 performers were only required to support simple equality searches (e.g, section = "sports"), although all
performers managed to support limited boolean predicates as well.
• Updates: In the database application of TA-1, the data owner was permitted to submit
record-level update commands. By contrast, the published messages in TA-3.1 were
submitted in a streaming fashion and thus un-updatable by their very nature; instead,
the subscribers were permitted to update their interests to the broker (e.g., changing
a predicate to section = "business").
Three performers participated in TA-3.1: a team from Argon ST, a team from Raytheon
BBN Technologies, and a team from Applied Communication Sciences, Spread Concepts,
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and Rutgers University. As per the BAA, this technical area only lasted through Phase 1.
MIT LL conducted T&E of all performer systems and provided reports to the government
[47, 48, 52].
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C

SPAR Research Program Queries and Dataset

This section describes, in more detail, the queries and data that were run against the SPAR
implementations during testing in the research program. Table 17 describes the schemas
used in the SPAR research program.
field name

data type

id*
fname*
lname
ssn*
dob*
address
city*
state*
zip*
sex*
race*
marital status*
school enrolled*
citizenship*
income*
military service*
language
hours worked per week*
weeks worked last year*
last updated*
foo*
notes1
notes2
notes3
notes4
xml
fingerprint

int-64
string
string
string
date
string
string
enum
string
enum
enum
enum
enum
enum
int-32
enum
enum
uint-8
uint-8
uint-32
uint-64
string
string
string
string
string
blob

min
size
(bytes)
8
2
2
9
10
20
3

max
size
(bytes)
8
11
15
9
10
100
35

min
value

max
value

0

264 − 1

5

5

4

4

−216

221

1
1
4
8
5000
500
100
20
100
60,000

1
1
4
8
10,000
2000
250
50
10,000
100,000

0
0
0
0

167
52
232 − 1
264 − 1

number
of distinct
values
all distinct
5163
88,798
898,000,000
33,604
67,541,174
17,848
52
33,178
2
8
5
8
5
25,438
5
97
99
53

all distinct

Table 17: 105 byte/row database schema (sizes in bytes). Rows with an asterisk (*) also
exist in the 102 byte/row schema. Notes: (1) data for the final column is based on a database
with 108 rows, (2) dates were guaranteed to fall between the years 1916 and 2015.
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C.1

Query Distribution

The scope of these queries was calibrated based upon on the volume of these queries anticpated to be run over a week-long test, derived from query-response speeds observed during
the risk-r1eduction period.
The queries described here were all run in SELECT id mode; additionally, one fifth of the
queries matching under 10,000 records were repeated in SELECT * mode.
All of the queries (both SELECT id and SELECT * ) were run in latency mode, and many
of them were repeated in throughput mode. The throughput queries all return between 0
and 100 records, and are split up into test cases by unique combinations of query category,
subcategory, and sub-subcategory. Each throughput test case should reference the latency
base case for comparison.
A caveat should be applied to the baseline performance of P6 (wildcard) and P7 (subsequence) queries. As implemented in the baseline, these queries required a full table scan
of the queried column. This is due to a lack of support for a full text index in the baseline
software. If the baseline were supplemented by an engine that supported a full text index,
such as Sphinx23 , the performance of these queries would improve.
C.1.1

Equality

Equalities were tested for each database and field combination as described below. The
following table describes the number of queries run for each combination of result set size
(‘r’), database, and field. Note that several field/record size combinations are not possible
due to the distribution of our data. Rather than marking a ‘0’ in all such table entries, we
leave them blank for legibility.
Table 18: Number of queries run for ‘r’, database, and field. An * denotes that a field is not
present in the 102 Byte/row databases.

23

# records

field

105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105

fname
lname∗
ssn
address
city
zip
dob
income
foo
last updated

1-10 r

11-100 r

101-1,000 r

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

100
100

20
20

100
100
100
100
100

20

www.sphinxsearch.com
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1,001
-10,000 r

10,001
-100,000 r

Table 18: Number of queries run for ‘r’, database, and field. An * denotes that a field is not
present in the 102 Byte/row databases.
# records

field

105
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

language
fname
lname∗
ssn
address
city
zip
dob
income
foo
last updated
fname
lname∗
ssn
address
city
zip
dob
income
foo
last updated
fname
lname∗
ssn
address
city
zip
dob
income
foo
last updated

1-10 r

11-100 r

101-1,000 r

10,001
-100,000 r

2
20
20

1,001
-10,000 r
2
10
10

5

5
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

20
20
20
20
20

10

2

10
10

2
2

10
10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

200
200

200
200

200
200

200
200

100

100

20

2
2
200
200

200
200

100

100

20

10

2
2
2
2
2

Note: Equalities were tested only over one enum field (language) and database (105 rows)
combination. Equalities were not tested over other enums, as those queries would match
large numbers of records and take too long to run. Equalities over fields not tested here
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(such as sex over the database with 109 rows) appear later in P1 (boolean formula) and P8
(threshold) queries.
C.1.2

P1 (boolean formula queries)

We tested two different types of simple boolean queries.
eq-and Conjunctions of equalities were tested over each combination of database and number of conjunctive terms between 2 and 5. Result set sizes (‘r’) and number of records matching the first term of the conjunction (‘ftm’, for ‘first term matches’) for each combination of
database and number of conjunctive terms were distributed as per the following table:

1-10 ftm
11-100 ftm
101-1,000 ftm
1,001-10,000 ftm
10,001-100,000 ftm∗

1-10 r
10
20
10
2
2

11-100 r

101-1,000 r

1,001-10,000 r

10
2
2
2

2
2
2

≤2
≤2

Note: An * denotes an ‘ftm’ was omitted for the 105 record database.
eq-or Disjunctions of equalities were tested for each combination of database and number
of disjunctive terms between 2 and 5. Result set sizes (‘r’) and sums of the number of records
matching each term (‘stm’, for ‘sum of term matches’) for each combination of database and
number of disjunctive terms were distributed as per the following table, where a range of
stm values is represented as x - y, with x being the lower stm bound (‘lstm’) and y being
the upper stm bound (‘ustm’):

1-10 stm
11-100 stm
101-1,000 stm
1,001-10,000 stm

lstm < r ≤ ustm
10
10
10
10

1
2

lstm < r ≤
10
10
10
10

1
2

ustm

1
4

lstm < r ≤
10
10
10
10

Note: for each number of disjunctive terms n, any column where r <
C.1.3

P2 (range queries)

Lincoln tested two-sided and one-sided inequality queries.
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1
n

1
4

ustm

stm was not tested.

range For two-sided range queries over the foo field, the result set sizes (‘r’) for each
database tested were distributed as per the following table for each range size (‘rs’) bucket
[2i−1 + 1, 2i ] for i ∈ [2, 50]:
foo

1-10 r
20

11-100 r
10

101-1,000 r
2

1,001-10,000 r
2

10,001-100,000 r
2

These queries are intended to demonstrate the dependency of range query response time on
range size. Within each range size bucket, the actual range sizes were chosen at random. For
two-sided range queries over other ordered fields, the result set sizes (‘r’) for each database
were distributed as per the following table:

fname
lname
ssn
dob
city
zip
income
last updated
language (only for the 105 -record database)

1-10 r

11-100 r

20
200

50
100

100

50

101-1,000 r
10
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10

1,001-10,000 r
10
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10

less-than For one-sided less-than inequalities, the results set sizes (‘r’) for each database
were distributed as per the following table:

fname
lname
ssn
dob
address
city
zip
income
last updated
language (only for the 105 -record database)

1-10 r

11-100 r

100
100
100

20
20
20

100

20

101-1,000 r
2
2
10
10
10
2
2
2
10
2

1,001-10,000 r
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

greater-than The results set sizes (‘r’) for each database match those described above for
less-than queries. Additionally, we ran the following test:
foo

1-10 r
10

11-100 r
20

101-1,000 r
10
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1,001-10,000 r
2

C.1.4

P3 (keyword search queries)

For each database, keyword searches were tested where each query returns approximately
1000 records, and keyword lengths (‘kl’) were uniformly distributed between 8 and 13:

notes4
notes3
notes2
notes1

8 kl
10
10
2
2

9 kl
10
10
2
2

10 kl
10
10
2
2

11 kl
10
10
2
2

12 kl
10
10
2
2

13 kl
10
10
2
2

Keyword searches with keywords of a fixed length of 9, but with a varying number of
matching records (‘r’) was also tested for each database:

notes4
notes3
notes2
notes1
C.1.5

1-10 r
100
100
20
20

11-100 r
20
20
10
10

101-1,000 r
10
10
2
2

1,001-10,000 r
2
2
2
2

P4 (stemming queries)

Stemming queries were tested in the same manner as the above P3 queries, except that the
“keyword length” now refers to the length of the stem in question.
C.1.6

P6 (wildcard search queries)

middle-one Initial wildcard search queries of the form:
SELECT id FROM main WHERE field LIKE a ice
where exactly one letter is omitted in the middle of the keyword, were tested with varying
keyword lengths (including the wildcard character) but fixed result set sizes of approximately
1000 records.
For each database, the queries were distributed as per the following table:

city
lname
address

8 kl
10
10
10

9 kl
10
10
10

10 kl

11 kl

12 kl

13 kl

10
10

10
10

10
10

10
10

Keyword searches were also tested for each database with keywords of fixed length of 9,
but with varied numbers of matching records (‘r’), as per the following table:
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city
lname
address

1-10 r
20
20
20

11-100 r
10
10
10

101-1,000 r
2
2
2

1,001-10,000 r
2
2
2

Note: notes fields were not tested for keyword searches as the keyword would need to be
of the same length as the text in the notes field, which was deemed impractical.
C.1.7

P7 (subsequence search queries)

initial Initial subsequence search queries of the form
SELECT id FROM main WHERE field LIKE %stuff
where only a suffix of the desired values is specified, were tested for each database with
varying keyword lengths (including the wildcard character) but fixed result set size of approximately 1000 records.
Queries were distributed as per the following table:

city
lname
address
notes4

8 kl
10
10
10
10

9 kl
10
10
10
10

10 kl

11 kl

12 kl

13 kl

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

We also tested initial subsequence searches for each database with keywords of fixed
length of 9, but with varied numbers of matching records (‘r’), as per the following table:

fname
lname
address
notes4

1-10 r
20
20
20
20

11-100 r
10
10
10
10

101-1,000 r
2
2
2
2

1,001-10,000 r
2
2
2
2

both Subsequence search queries of the form SELECT id FROM main WHERE field LIKE
%stuff%, where only a middle section of the desired values is specified, were tested following
the same methodology as P7-initial.
final Final subsequence search queries of the form SELECT id FROM main WHERE field
LIKE stuff%, where only a prefix of the desired values is specified, were tested following the
same methodology as P7-initial.
Note: Each instance of stuff should be at least k characters long, where k was specified by
individual SPAR teams. By default for Phase 2, we let k = 4.
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C.1.8

P8 (threshold queries)

Threshold queries were tested over equalities with a fixed n and m but with varying result
set sizes (‘r’) and sums of the numbers of matching records for the first n − m + 1 clauses
(‘sftm’) for each database as per the following table:

1-10 sftm
11-100 sftm
101-1,000 sftm
1,001-10,000 sftm
10,001-100,000 sftm∗

1-10 r
20
10
2
2
2

11-100 r

101-1,000 r

1,001-10,000 r

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2

Note: * denotes that a sftm was omitted for the 105 record database.
Threshold queries over equalities returning a fixed number of records and fixed stfm but
with varying n and m values, were also tested as per the following table:

n=3
n=4
n=5
n=6
C.1.9

m=2
20
20
10
10

m=3

m=4

m=5

20
10
10

10
10

10

P9 (ranking queries)

ranking A ranking query corresponding to each p8-eq query was run for equalities.
proximity For each database size several alarm-word proximity queries with varying result
set sizes (‘r’) were tested as per the following table:
1-10 r
100
C.1.10

11-100 r
20

101-1,000 r
10

1,001-10,000 r
2

P11 (XML queries)

XML queries were tested with both equalities and ranges. All XML documents had 3 levels,
with a fan-out 5 at each level. Since only the leaf nodes have queryable values, all queries
were made at the same depth.
Queries were run with both of the following forms:
1. SELECT id FROM main WHERE xml/node1/node2/leaf_node = x
2. SELECT id FROM main WHERE xml//leaf_node = x
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Result set sizes for the query formats specified above were distributed as follows:
1-10 r
100

11-100 r
20

101-1,000 r
10
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1,001-10,000 r
2

D

Risk Reduction Environment

This section describes the risk reduction environment used in the pilot demonstration (see
Section 3). This environment was an unclassified cloud-based based on OpenStack.24 The
purpose of this environment was for MIT LL personnel to deploy SPAR implementations
and gain experience with the software and processes before transferring to the classified pilot
environment. The risk reduction environment included seven (7) compute nodes, each with
256GB of RAM, two (2) Intel E5-2650v3 processors, four (4) 480 GB Solid State Drives, and
four (4) 4.0TB SATA drives. Each machine had a 10-gigabit Ethernet connection to a switch
in the same rack. The machines each ran Piston OpenStack, a commercially supported
OpenStack distribution. For two weeks prior to the formal risk reduction period, SPAR
teams were given access to a web interface, which allowed them to create and destroy virtual
machine “instances” where the work was performed. The goal of this period was for SPAR
teams to work with MIT LL to develop procedures for rapid deployment of their software.
The virtual machine instances were set up using Vagrant25 version 1.7.2. This allowed
new instances of the machines to be spun up at will. To initialize each virtual machine a
custom install script was run. This included initializing network settings, limiting ports in
use, mounting external drives, and SPAR implementation specific installations. To make
the test as similar to the pilot environment, dependencies were pulled offline to form a local
repository. There were two virtual machines automatically created for each SPAR implementation; a webserver loaded with MIT LL’s web interface and an unprotected database
used for comparing results. Each SPAR implementation, depending on their architecture,
required additional machines to run their data owner, data querier, database server, and
other components, such as a query checker. Each required their own specific vagrant setup
file. For example, whenever a new database machine was started, the MySQL database was
re-ingested as part of the vagrant process.

D.1

Risk Reduction Dataset

The data used in the risk reduction was created by MIT LL. The goal was two-fold: 1) to
contain similar data characteristics to the pilot dataset 2) to have a theme for discussion
with SPAR teams. MIT LL choose an insurance company database as the them. It included
information about individuals, their policies, and reported accidents. An attempt was made
to match the number and type of fields, as well as the distribution, of the columns that
would be used in the pilot. All told there were 41 fields consisting of a mix of strings,
dates, and integers. The full schema can be seen in table 19. SPAR teams were asked to
support equality (EQ), boolean (P1), ranges (P2), wildcards (P6) and subsequence (P7)
across specific columns, both with known and unknown universe size.

24
25

https://www.openstack.org/
https://www.vagrantup.com/
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Table 19: Risk Reduction Schema
name
ID
Title
FirstName
MiddleName
LastName
Suffix
Gender
DOB
Citizenship
BuildingNumber
StreetName
ApartmentNumber
CityName
PostalCode
StateCode
Country
PolicyExpiration
InsuranceCompany
PolicyName
PolicyNumber
PolicyZip
PolicyCountry
AccidentType
ClaimNumber
DriverType
AccidentTime
DriverLocation
AtFaultLocation
InsuranceCoverage
PoliceDriverLocation
PoliceAtFaultLocation
PoliceInsuranceCoverage
Code
LicenseType
LicenseNumber
ExpirationDate
IssuanceDate
IssuanceCountry
A
B

type
bigint
string
string
string
string
string
string
date
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
date
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
datetime
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
date
date
string
tinyint
tinyint

min.
size

max
size

0
0
0
0
0
0

15
20
20
35
8
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
6
35
8
70
9
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
28
7
5
3
1
14
3

min
value
0

max
value
264 − 1

1/1/1900

6/1/2015

26

30000
50
700
1/1/2010

12/31/2020

30000
700

10
1/1/1900

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6/1/2015

5
5
5
5
5
5
35
3
9

0

30000
30000
30000
30000
30000
30000

9000000000
1/1/2000
1/1/1990

12/31/2020
12/31/2025

0
0

1
1

3
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# of
values
108

700
2
2

Table 19: Risk Reduction Schema
name
C

type

min.
size

tinyint
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max
size

min
value
0

max
value
1

# of
values
2

E

Comparison of SPAR Research Tests and SPAR Pilot Tests

The body of this document presents the SPAR pilot demonstration. Prior to the pilot
demonstration, MIT LL conducted the SPAR research tests [46, 49, 51, 54, 56, 57]. Both
studies were conducted to evaluate the state of SPAR technology. The primary objective of
the previous SPAR research tests was an initial evaluation to measure the speed and accuracy
of SPAR technology. Whereas, the primary goal of the pilot demonstration presented in this
document was to observe the usability of SPAR technology by operators and determine the
readiness of SPAR technology for a deployment. These related but differing objectives led
to differences in the two studies. This appendix highlights their most salient differences.
Testing Methodology
1. Query Performance: The research testing evaluated the speed of executing a large
number of different queries, often with minor variations. The SPAR implementations
were required to perform within a reasonable factor against a non-privacy-preserving
database instance. The research testing also included testing for query throughput. On
the other hand, the pilot demonstration focused more narrowly on timing performance
in two areas: the effect of inserts on subsequent query performance and how queryresponse performance affected the perceptions of live human operators.
2. Response-Accuracy Performance: Both the research testing and the pilot demonstration were concerned with ensuring the accuracy of SPAR queries. The research testing
evaluated the correctness of a large number of queries the entire contents of the returned row. Queries in the pilot demonstration were also evaluated for correctness by
running the same queries in parallel on a standard MySQL server but only evaluated
the presence of a record rather the content of the record itself.
3. Database Modifications: The research testing’s modification evaluation considered the
atomicity of small-scale database inserts and deletes. The pilot demonstration’s modification evaluation focused more on insert rate of the database and timing of queries
after up to 500 thousand rows were inserted into the database.
4. Tested Queries: SPAR research testing used on the order of 104 synthetic queries.
These included ranking, XML, and m-of-n queries. The pilot demonstration focused on
about 200 generated by live operators. These queries tended to include more equalities,
ranges, substrings, wildcards, and complex boolean conjunctions.
5. Testing Database: The research test used entirely synthetic data with all fields populated and with a large number of field types. It included a billion rows and 20 fields
such as text fields up to 10kB in size, enumerated values, binary blobs, and XML
fields. All but one of these fields were searchable. In contrast, the pilot demonstration
used both real-world data and synthetic data designed to have a similar distribution
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to the real-world data. The database was more sparse and smaller, with 10 million
rows and many null values. The pilot demonstration database contained an order of
magnitude more fields than that of the research test, with about a third being marked
as searchable.
6. Query-Checking Correctness: Query-check rules specify which queries are permitted
on a given database. The research tests evaluated the accuracy of query-check rules
designed to capture a wide range of possible policies. In the pilot demonstration,
query checking was extensively tested for a single set of query-check rules based on a
real-world use case. This is consistent with the pilot demonstration’s greater focus on
real-world deployment.
Testing Environment The SPAR research tests look place on a single-purpose server with
dedicated machines that had nothing else running on them. These machines ran Ubuntu
12.04 LTS. The SPAR implementations were provided as standalone binaries. These implementations were controlled by a testing harness and communicated through standardized
input/output protocol. The network used in the research tests contained an isolated gigabit
Ethernet LAN using a switch reserved solely for use by SPAR. This more isolated setup was
derived from the research testing’s focus on fine-grained performance metrics.
In contrast, the pilot demonstration took place in a real-world setting. The pilot machines
used CentOS 6 deployed in C2S. The SPAR implementations were each provided as a set
of adapter libraries that linked into the testing framework directly. The pilot environment
was not isolated and may have included other traffic. Operator testing occurred at location
utilizing web browsers to connect to the cloud environment.
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F

SPAR Technology Pilot Results

F.1

BLIND SEER

Columbia University, Bell Labs, and LGS jointly developed the BLIND SEER implementation. This section provides detailed results on the performance of BLIND SEER during the
pilot test. This material supports the information found in Sections 4,5,6, 7 and 8. This
material has been communicated to the BLIND SEER team and incorporated into their pilot
report [21].
F.1.1

Pilot Extensions

BLIND SEER added several features during the pilot period. These features were based
on the pilot requirements document written by MIT LL (Appendix ??) as well as discussions with MIT LL personnel while preparing for the pilot. Security implications of these
new features have not been evaluated by MIT LL. The BLIND SEER report discusses the
implementation of these features [21]. These new features include:
• Implementation of substring and wildcard query types.
• Support for NULL fields.
• Configuration for query-check policy.
• Implementation of MIT LL programmatic API.
• Extension of policy checking to support rules described in Section 3.2.6.
F.1.2

Deployment Experience

This section is based on MIT LL’s experience deploying BLIND SEER and is subjective.
The technology was somewhat challenging to setup and configure, but issues were resolved
thanks to timely support from the LGS team. Some of these issues are likely to be merely
a function of prioritizing the development work.
Installation The actual build of software for BLIND SEER was relatively straightforward.
The procedure called for a separate build machine that was used only for compiling the
software. The MIT LL team chose to build the software on one of the machines used to host
BLIND SEER components.
Configuration The configuration of the LGS system appeared complicated and errorprone. Ingest ran fairly quickly and was straightforward with some exceptions. Part of the
ingest process involved manually copying a generated schema file to two different places on
each of the four machines hosting BLIND SEER components. This was problematic when
ingest had to be re-done due to issues in parsing the annotations file, and these replicated
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schema files became out of sync. There was no consistency checking of these replicated files,
and no feedback in the error logs indicating any sort of inconsistency. The inconsistency was
discovered only through time-consuming troubleshooting of erratic and unexpected system
behavior. In addition, there was a defect in policy configuration that wasn’t discovered until
the pilot demonstration; the BLIND SEER team provided a code drop that resolved the
issue.
Operation A major difficulty with using the BLIND SEER system was that its indexing
service took about 15 to 20 minutes to start up. This was particularly problematic when
coupled with the worst-case query times and the relatively short (30 minute) sessions with
operators during the pilot demonstration. It meant that if an operator entered a query that
took a long time, the MIT LL team had to make tradeoffs between letting the query run to
completion and having the system ready to receive queries for the next operator session.
Several queries failed during automated execution of the query corpus. Given the long
processing time required to run the entire query corpus, there was not sufficient time to
re-run these queries once the failure was discovered. Approximately 40 queries are excluded
from post-insert performance. Therefore the post-insert performance metrics are not representative. Some of the queries that led to the worst pre-insert query performance could not
be incorporated into the post-insert performance measurement.
BLIND SEER included the capability to set logging verbosity at startup time to facilitate
troubleshooting. The logging output provided by BLIND SEER components was very helpful
in troubleshooting, diagnosing, and resolving issues.
The connectivity of BLIND SEER components seemed the most resilient of the implementations. Because their indexing service required a long time to start up (around 15-20
minutes), they had made it very tolerant of disconnections by peer components.
F.1.3

Pilot Performance Results

How quickly BLIND SEER responded to queries depended heavily on the entropy of data
fields and network characteristics. BLIND SEER had a very large variability in queryresponse time, with some queries taking a very long time to execute as seen in Figure 23.
This variability made it difficult for operators to use the system because they did not know
when queries would complete. The duplication of records described in Section 3.2.2 may
have negatively affected the performance of the BLIND SEER implementation, because
its performance improves as database entropy increases. BLIND SEER had much better
performance in the risk-reduction environment, though the cause of this is not known. The
MIT LL programmatic API had a function to indicate whether a particular query was
supported by the implementation. Any query that could not be parsed or answered should
have returned not supported. Several queries returned inaccurate results or errors (Table 21):
• There were several queries with length 3 substrings. These queries were not supported
by BLIND SEER, but the software did not report this and returned incorrect results
on these queries.
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Pre-Insert
Post-Insert

Technology
BLIND SEER
MySQL
BLIND SEER
MySQL

Overall Mean
1470
2.01
1120
2.10

Standard Deviation
4770
6.54
2750
6.61

Table 20: BLIND SEER Performance Summary, times in seconds
Queries Answered
BLIND SEER
MySQL

Accurately
156
202

Inaccurately
17
0

Error
29
0

Table 21: BLIND SEER Query Expressivity, number of queries. Accurate queries returned
without error and with the correct results. Inaccurate queries returned without error but
did not match the MySQL baseline. Error queries include queries reported as not supported
as queries that returned an explicit error.
• The “ ” character was erroneously treated as a wildcard character when searching for
exact equality.
• Parsing was limited and depended on spaces between the field and value.
Inserts were processed as they arrived, which was fairly quickly, as seen in table 22. Due
to how BLIND SEER was configured when it was set up, MIT LL was not able to run the
one million inserts on top of the other inserts. The structure was created with only a fixed
number of empty spaces to accommodate inserts. Deletes were processed as they arrived
and were handled quickly, taking approximately .0056 seconds per records (see Table 23).
F.1.4

Policy Testing

BLIND SEER does correctly check for the inclusion of a Boolean field, that the Boolean
field has the correct value. It also checks that a date range is a subset of the allowed range.
MIT LL expected BLIND SEER to be able to handle correctly formed queries in disjunctive
normal form (DNF). Unfortunately, this feature appears not to be working. This meant that
BLIND SEER incorrectly rejected all valid DNF queries as seen in table 24. BLIND SEER
did successfully reject all invalid conjunctive queries. While BLIND SEER also correctly
rejected invalid DNF queries, this may have been just because they were DNF as seen in
table 25. The BLIND SEER team [21] claims the ability to support queries in DNF format
Records Inserted
Time (s)

10,000
1,360

100,000
11,600

500,000
58,200

1,000,000
-

Table 22: BLIND SEER Insert Performance, time in seconds
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Figure 23: BLIND SEER Pilot Performance. Query response times are split by simple/complex queries and pre/post-insert performance.
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Query
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base

WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE

LastName = ‘Rabe’;
FirstName = ‘Sunny’;
FirstName = ‘Hunter’;
FirstName = ‘Will’;
FirstName = ‘Doug’;
FirstName = ‘Luke’;
LastName = ‘Fuller’;
FirstName = ‘Max’;
FirstName = ‘Karl’;
FirstName = ‘Ruben’;

Records Deleted
119
363
562
1022
2181
2237
2727
3200
3948
4538

Time(s)
1
2
3
6
12
14
15
17
22
24

Table 23: BLIND SEER Delete Times in Seconds. All queries were executed after delete to
ensure all records were deleted.
but this has not been evaluated by MIT LL. Overall, the ability to enforce the desired policy
was high as seen in table 26.
Error rates for valid queries
Valid Conjunctive Queries (63)
Valid DNF Queries (101)

BLIND SEER
0%
100%

Table 24: Error rates for valid queries. Lower numbers are better.

Error rates for invalid queries
Boolean Field Omitted (167)
Boolean Field Wrong Value (242)
Range Wrong Value (195)
Range Too Big (141)

BLIND SEER
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table 25: Error rates for invalid queries. Lower numbers are better.

F.1.5

Operator Feedback

In this section we provide usability feedback from operators during the pilot demonstration.
Most of the feedback on the BLIND SEER system focused on its poor worst-case queryresponse times. Agreement with Likert questions [24] about usability for BLIND SEER is
depicted in Figure 20. Some operators were only able to issue two queries during their 30
minute session. Operators expected the performance of the system to decrease as queries
were more complicated. The BLIND SEER system proved slightly counterintuitive as its
performance is based on the most selective search term. Thus, complicated queries can
actually have better performance. The following operator quotes exemplified their sentiment.
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Ability to support Tested Business Rules
Rule 0 (Allowing Valid Queries)
Rule 1 (Inclusion of Boolean Value Set to 0)
Rule 2 (Inclusion of Date Set to Proper Range)
Rule 3 (Restriction of Date to Small Range)

BLIND SEER
Low
High
High
High

Table 26: Current ability to enforce Business Rules (see 3.2.6). Based on the mapping
between Tables 24 and 25 and the list of Business Rules.
• “Simple [field1 equality AND field2 equality] query took a long time.”
• “Common searches were very slow.”
• “The query took longer than expected.”
• “This provides a capability I don’t have. If it’s the fastest thing out there, then I would
use it and account for the slowness in staffing/schedule. However, if something faster
is available, I’d migrate to that.”
• “If faster, results could provide a good amount of information and is easy to use.”
F.1.6

Identified Limitations

The following limitations in the technology were observed by the MIT LL team:
1. Substrings of length three were not properly rejected as not supported. This resulted
in that term not being considered in query processing and incomplete results being
returned. The LGS team has indicated that this is a parsing issue and not an encryption
issue, and that this could be addressed [21].
2. Query parsing failed when there was no space between fields/values and operators (e.g.
“field = value” works, but “field=value” does not). The LGS team has suggested that
a better parser could be developed with a “moderate level of effort” [21].
3. Slow startup (15-20 min) of index service – This was a problem when the system had
to be restarted either because a failure occurred during operator testing or when a
query was taking a long time to process. This became a real problem for the MIT LL
team when coupled with the large variability in query-response time. The LGS team
has indicated that since the pilot demonstration, they have implemented a new, faster
methodology for startup [21].
4. Extreme variability in response time (6 orders of magnitude) was very problematic for
operators. It made it difficult for them to integrate the system into their workflow,
because they could not determine whether to wait for a response or move on to another
task while the system processed the query. Query-response times were often greater
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than 1 hour in those cases. The BLIND SEER team has indicated that they have
already made improvements to query speed after the pilot demonstration. They say
that that they have already made queries “5 to 20 times faster.” They discuss further
improvements, and conclude that speeds “can be improved by at least 20x consistently
across queries of varying sizes, and likely up to 100x” [21].
5. Date ranges where the start date was later than the end date were not handled correctly.
The correct response should be to return zero records. Current behavior is returning
“not supported.”
6. In at least one case a query clause containing Field = “v lue00 was treated as having a
wildcard. Wildcards should be of the form Field LIKE “v lue00 and the clause above
should be treated as equality with a literal string that just happens to contain an
underscore.
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F.2

ESPADA

IBM Research and University of California - Irvine jointly developed the ESPADA implementation. This section provides detailed results on the performance of ESPADA during
the pilot test. This material supports the information found in Sections 4,5,6,7 and 8. This
material has been communicated to the ESPADA team and incorporated into their pilot
report [34].
F.2.1

Pilot Extensions

The ESPADA team added several features during the pilot period. These features were
based on the pilot requirements document written by MIT LL (Appendix ??) as well as
discussions with MIT LL personnel while preparing for the pilot. Security implications of
these new features have not been evaluated by MIT LL. The ESPADA report discusses the
implementation of these features [34]. These new features include:
• Implementation of basic query reordering for improved performance, since ESPADA’s
performance is dependent on the order of clauses in the submitted query.
• Wildcard allowed to be one of first two characters in string (still cannot be one of last
two characters).
• Increased schema flexibility, including support for NULL fields.
• Switch to allow public policy check result.
• Implementation of MIT LL programmatic API.
• Support for all query types on update data.
• Increased support for subsequence queries.
• Extended range queries to support all data types.
F.2.2

Deployment Experience

This section is based on MIT LL’s experience deploying ESPADA and is subjective. The
technology was somewhat challenging to setup and configure, but issues were resolved thanks
to timely support from the IBM team. Some of these issues are likely to be merely a function
of prioritizing the development work.
Installation The documentation for ESPADA was complex. There was a lot of superfluous
information that was not really necessary for deployment of the software. The actual build
of software for ESPADA was relatively straightforward. The MIT/LL team had to modify
some of the build configuration to get the code to compile correctly.
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Configuration ESPADA has an extensive list of configurable parameters. However, this
expressivity was unnecessary for the pilot demonstration. There did not seem to be a simple
configuration process when this expressivity was not necessary. This made the documentation seem complex and verbose. There were some problems during configuration and some
concerns over ingest. The ESPADA ingest process was known to take a long time. When the
processing completed much earlier than expected there was some uncertainty as to whether
the process had completed successfully. The MIT/LL team was dubious about starting the
system without verifying that ingest had completed correctly, in part because of the amount
of time required to re-perform ingest. The ESPADA team provided timely support, identifying where to look for indications of ingest failure and the MIT/LL team eventually was
satisfied that ingest completed correctly.
After ingest, the documentation advocated a procedure involving mounting and unmounting a drive to make the encrypted database available on the third party machine. While
this was fairly straightforward in our cloud hosting environment, it would have been rather
awkward in a more traditional enterprise setting. The policy specification for ESPADA is
complex. ESPADA’s policy enforcement specifies exact forms of allowed queries. Enforcing
the tested business rules (see Section 3.2.6) required over 600 lines of ESPADA’s enforcement
language.
Operation There was at least one occasion where the system crashed during automated
performance measurement before all queries had been run. The system was restarted and
the remaining queries were re-run without incident to complete the measurements. Insert
processing for 500k inserts took so long that the MIT/LL team did not have sufficient time
remaining to insert 1M records and still have time to complete post-insert performance
measurements.
After updates had been applied the MIT/LL team observed that there was a significant
increase in startup time for the ESPADA services. This is a result of the synchronization
protocol performed between the server and third party at startup to guarantee consistency
of inserted records in case of a crash. It illustrates that the ESPADA team has considered
what failure scenarios might exist and how the system should behave to guarantee consistency
under those conditions. However, the fact that, after any updates have been applied, this
protocol is performed every time the processes are restarted seems unnecessarily inefficient
and time consuming. It took at least 20 minutes to complete this synchronization protocol,
and only then were the services available to accept query requests.
The ESPADA build system included the capability to recompile the components with
a specified logging verbosity to facilitate troubleshooting. The logging output provided by
ESPADA components was very helpful in troubleshooting, diagnosing and resolving issues.
When starting up the system, the ESPADA components can be started in any order,
which was straightforward and convenient. ESPADA’s third party “services” did not shut
themselves down automatically when a peer disconnected, which is probably the correct
behavior. There was a connectivity bug that the ESPADA team identified while the pilot
demonstration was in progress. This could have been the root cause of the crash mentioned
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Pre-Insert
Post-Insert

Technology
ESPADA
MySQL
ESPADA
MySQL

Overall Mean
97.8
2.01
108
2.10

Standard Deviation
352
6.54
383
6.61

Table 27: ESPADA Performance Summary, time in seconds
Queries Answered
ESPADA
MySQL

Accurately
190
202

Inaccurately
5
0

Error
7
0

Table 28: ESPADA Query Expressivity, number of queries. Accurate queries returned without error and with the correct results. Inaccurate queries returned without error but did
not match the MySQL baseline. Error queries include queries reported as not supported as
queries that returned an explicit error.
previously during performance measurement. The ESPADA team developed a patch, but
the MIT/LL team decided that, as late as it was in the pilot demonstration schedule, a code
drop was not necessary.
F.2.3

Pilot Performance Results

ESPADA quickly responded to queries in a specific form called searchable normal form
(see [30–33, 51, 57]), which requires queries to have the form of a conjunction, where the
first term is an equality. For queries presented in this form, ESPADA can be very fast,
occasionally outperforming the MySQL baseline implementation. However, response times
were much slower for queries not in this form. This led to ESPADA having significant
variation in query-response times as shown in Figure 24. There were several problems that
led to inaccurate results or errors (see Table 28):
• Inclusion of multiple wildcard selectors in a single query.
• Substrings of length 3 occasionally were not always searched, leading to incomplete
results.
• The wildcard character could not be in the last character.
• Quotes around integer values were not parsed.
The ESPADA system had strong atomicity properties (on a per record basis), resulting
in a slower update rate (see Table 29). Deletes were processed as they arrived and were done
quickly, taking approximately 0.12 seconds per records (data in Table 30).
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Figure 24: ESPADA Pilot Performance. Query response times are split by simple/complex
queries and pre/post-insert performance.

Records Inserted
Time (s)

10,000
2,880

100,000
28,300

500,000
137,000

1,000,000
-

Table 29: ESPADA Insert Performance, time in seconds
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Query
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base

WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE

FirstName = ‘Eric’;
FirstName = ‘Scott’;
FirstName = ‘Gary’;
FirstName = ‘Kevin’;
FirstName = ‘Daniel’;
FirstName = ‘Mark’;
FirstName = ‘Mary’;
FirstName = ‘Robert’;
FirstName = ‘John’;
Citizenship = ‘USA’;

Records Deleted
294
297
328
357
499
526
1427
1718
1801
18708

Time(s)
36
37
41
44
63
64
178
216
229
2280

Table 30: ESPADA Delete Times in Seconds. All queries were executed after delete to ensure
all records were deleted.
Error rates for valid queries
Valid Conjunctive Queries (63)
Valid DNF Queries (101)

ESPADA
3%
63%

Table 31: Error rates for valid queries (lower numbers are better).
F.2.4

Policy Testing

ESPADA successfully enforces query structure and range size, but does leak this information
to the server. In addition to the searchable normal form mentioned previously, ESPADA also
supports queries in disjunctive normal form (DNF). However, ESPADA incorrectly rejected
many valid DNF queries as seen in table 31. Further, with the exception of validating range
size, ESPADA was unable to check for specific values in a query as seen in table 32. For
example, it could check whether a query looked at column A, but could not check whether
the query ensured A had a value of false. A further difficulty is that ESPADA has a very
complex system for setting up its query check rules. The query check rules presented here
became over 600 individual rules in ESPADA, requiring an explicit declaration of all possible
query structures. Overall, the ability to enforce the desired policy was low as seen in table
33.
Error rates for invalid queries
Boolean Field Omitted (167)
Boolean Field Wrong Value (242)
Range Wrong Value (195)
Range Too Big (141)

ESPADA
0%
48%
61%
0%

Table 32: Error rates for invalid queries (lower numbers are better).
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Ability to support Tested Business Rules
Rule 0 (Allowing Valid Queries)
Rule 1 (Inclusion of Boolean Value Set to 0)
Rule 2 (Inclusion of Date Set to Proper Range)
Rule 3 (Restriction of Date to Small Range)

ESPADA
Low
Low
Low
High

Table 33: Current ability to enforce Business Rules (see 3.2.6). Based on the mapping
between Tables 31 and 32 and the list of Business Rules.
F.2.5

Operator Feedback

In this section we discuss the usability of ESPADA during the pilot demonstration. Figure 21
depicts agreement with questions about using ESPADA asked via questionnaire during the
“scripted” testing session. The ESPADA system had wide variation in performance. For
queries of the right form, the system returned very quickly and operators found the system
very responsive. Wildcards and queries without a leading conjunction were significantly
slower. Operators expected performance to scale with the number of records returned. This
is not the primary factor for determining the query time for ESPADA. This feedback is
reflected in the quotes below:
• “This provides a capability I don’t have. If it’s the fastest thing out there, then I would
use it and account for the slowness in staffing/schedule. However, if something faster
is available, I’d migrate to that.”
• “If accurate results can be returned consistently, I can see an obvious advantage over
other databases.”
• “This technology is easy to use and with the addition of applications it could allow for
a central, encrypted, hub of information.”
• “The last query took a long time but considering the number of results this is to be
expected.”
• “Wildcard seemed to be significantly slower than other searched. [sic]”
• “Seems to work quickly and effectively.”
• “It’s always useful for analysts to have direct access to data sets that will benefit
their work. If the technology is able to streamline the process of obtaining that data,
analysts will find applications for it.”
F.2.6

Identified Limitations

The following limitations in the technology were observed by the MIT LL team:
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• Small substrings of length three were not properly identified as unsupported. Current
behavior is omitting searching on these records.
• Quotes around integer values were not supported (e.g. WHERE Field = ”1”)
• Significant variability in response time (several orders of magnitude) was very problematic for operators. It made it difficult for operators to integrate the system into their
workflow, because they could never predict whether to wait for a response or move on
to another task while the system processed the query.
• Unable to enforce policy by value.
• Can’t include wildcard as the last character.
• Date ranges where the start date was later than the end date were not handled correctly.
The correct response should be to return zero records. Current behavior is returning
not supported.
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F.3

Stealth

Stealth Software Inc. developed Stealth technlogy.26 This section provides detailed results
on the performance of Stealth during the pilot test. This material supports the information
found in Sections 4,5,6, 7, and 8. This material has been communicated to the ESPADA
team and incorporated into their pilot report [38].
F.3.1

Pilot Extensions

The Stealth team added several features during the pilot period. These features were based
on the pilot requirements document written by MIT LL (Appendix ??) as well as discussions
with MIT LL personnel while preparing for the pilot. Security implications of these new
features have not been evaluated by MIT LL. The main feature added during the pilot was
support for Boolean queries. The Stealth report [38] contains a high level description of
this extension. This description sounds plausible; however, it is not detailed enough for a
thorough evaluation. Before any production use of Stealth, this extension must be rigorously
evaluated. Note that this implementation supports conjunctions and disjunctions; negations
are not currently supported. Information on these extensions can be found in the Stealth
pilot report [38]. Other features added during pilot period:
• Support for wildcard character queries.
• Support for NULL fields.
• Initial support for query structure policy enforcement.
• Configuration for public policy check result.
• Implementation of MIT LL programmatic API.
• Support for inserted data records after initial ingest.
F.3.2

Deployment Experience

This section is based on MIT LL’s experience deploying Stealth and is subjective. The
technology was easy to set up, configure and maintain. Overall, the system was robust and
testing was able to proceed smoothly and without incident. In the following subsections,
we observe a number of issues from our experience deploying the Stealth software. These
concerns are a reflection of the maturity of the software and a deliberate choice by the Stealth
team to prioritize more essential features in time for the pilot demonstration. Resolving these
concerns seems relatively straightforward, and is most likely just a matter of prioritizing the
work.
26
During the SPAR research program, this technology was known as FSS. It has changed significantly
since the research program and is now known as Stealth.
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Installation The Stealth documentation was well organized and easy to follow. Some steps
in the procedure could have been automated, but overall installation was very straightforward.
Configuration Configuration of the Stealth system was very straightforward and was completed without difficulty. The Stealth configuration procedures included a few manual steps
that could have been further automated. Ingest was very fast and was performed without
any issues. There were additional configuration steps after ingest to distribute appropriate
data to the client and third party in preparation for running the system. Specification of
policy enforcement was very simple, perhaps owing to the limited capability Stealth has in
that area (see Section F.3.4 below).
Operation One early concern was the lack of any logging output from any of their components. The MIT LL team asked the Stealth team to add logging to the client and server
adapter components after the risk reduction for connectivity validation and troubleshooting
purposes. Their indexing service didn’t create any logging output at all. While this was
not a problem for the pilot demonstration due largely to the robustness of their software, it
would have made troubleshooting problems challenging if any had come up.
Also, once connected, their components were designed to shut down if any peers disconnected for any reason. This effectively meant that all of their components had the same
lifecycle. While this was convenient for the pilot demonstration, in a production system the
backend services should only shut down if stopped using the platform’s service management
tools. In an operational context with multiple clients, you certainly would not want the
backend services to shut down each time a client disconnected!
F.3.3

Pilot Results

Stealth was easy to setup and configure, and was stable and accurate throughout the demonstration as seen in Table 35. How quickly Stealth handled queries was largely determined by
the number of records being returned. Its performance was consistent and fast throughout
the pilot as seen in Figure 25. Inserts were processed in batches on a set schedule which
made this a relatively quick process as seen in Table 36. The new records would not be
reflected in query results until the batch processing ran. Deletes were processed in real time
and took effect immediately, deletes took approximately 0.0066 seconds per record (data in
Table 37). Stealth’s ability to reject queries based on policy was based on black-listing, and
therefore Stealth was not capable of enforcing all of the requested policy rules. Stealth’s
policy enforcement is discussed in the next subsection.
F.3.4

Policy Testing

Stealth builds its query check rules as a set of blacklists and therefore cannot check for the
inclusion of a field in a query. Further, we expected that Stealth would have been able to
perform range checks, but it struggled with range checks as seen in table 39. On the other
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Figure 25: Stealth Pilot Performance. Query response times are split by simple/complex
queries and pre/post-insert performance.

Pre-Insert
Post-Insert

Technology
Stealth
MySQL
Stealth
MySQL

Overall Mean
18.90
2.01
25.80
2.10

Standard Deviation
19.00
6.54
20.60
6.61

Table 34: Stealth Performance Summary, time in seconds
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Queries Answered
Stealth
MySQL

Accurately
199
202

Inaccurately
0
0

Error
3
0

Table 35: Stealth Query Expressivity, number of queries. Accurate queries returned without
error and with the correct results. Inaccurate queries returned without error but did not
match the MySQL baseline. Error queries include queries reported as not supported as
queries that returned an explicit error.

10,000
3,060

Records Inserted
Time (s)

100,000
727

500,000
5,930

1,000,000
13,900

Table 36: Stealth Insert Performance, time in seconds

Query
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base

WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE
WHERE

LastName = ‘Rabe’;
FirstName = ‘Sunny’;
FirstName = ‘Hunter’;
FirstName = ‘Will’;
FirstName = ‘Doug’;
FirstName = ‘Luke’;
LastName = ‘Fuller’;
FirstName = ‘Max’;
FirstName = ‘Karl’;
FirstName = ‘Ruben’;

Records Deleted
119
363
562
1022
2181
2237
2727
3200
3948
4538

Time(s)
1
2
4
6
13
16
18
21
26
30

Table 37: Stealth Delete Times in Seconds. All queries were executed after delete to ensure
all records were deleted.
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Error rates for valid queries
Valid Conjunctive Queries (63)
Valid DNF Queries (101)

Stealth
0%
1%

Table 38: Error rates for valid queries. Lower numbers are better
Error rates for invalid queries
Boolean Field Omitted (167)
Boolean Field Wrong Value (242)
Range Wrong Value (195)
Range Too Big (141)

Stealth
55%
0%
100%
99%

Table 39: Error rates for invalid queries. Lower numbers are better.
hand, Stealth performed well at accepting valid queries as seen in table 38. It correctly
accepted all valid conjunctive queries and most valid DNF queries. Overall, the ability to
enforce the desired rules was not good as seen in table 40.
F.3.5

Operator Feedback

In this section we provide feedback about Stealth from operators during the pilot demonstration. Responses to usability questions are shown in Figure 22. The Stealth system had
consistent performance and operators found the system very usable. Operators expected
performance to scale with the number of records returned and the Stealth implementation
matched this mental model. Some operators requested advanced features (such as inner
joins) that do not currently exist in any SPAR implementation. This feedback is reflected
in the quotes below:
• “This provides a capability I don’t have. If it’s the fastest thing out there, then I would
use it and account for the slowness in staffing/schedule. However, if something faster
is available, I’d migrate to that.”
• “Easy to use, acceptable amount of time for searches.”
• “The technology was easy to use and would definitely be helpful to the community.”
Ability to support Tested Business Rules
Rule 0 (Allowing Valid Queries)
Rule 1 (Inclusion of Boolean Value Set to 0)
Rule 2 (Inclusion of Date Set to Proper Range)
Rule 3 (Restriction of Date to Small Range)

Stealth
High
Low
None
None

Table 40: Current ability to enforce Business Rules (see 3.2.6). Based on the mapping
between Tables 38 and 39 and the list of Business Rules.
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• “Wasn’t able to handle a ‘not’ statement.”
• “Need the ability to perform inner joins that would allow faster query time.”
F.3.6

Identified Limitations

The technology was easy to set up, configure and maintain. The system was robust and
testing was able to proceed smoothly and without incident. The following limitations in the
technology were observed by the MIT LL team:
1. The Boolean query functionality was a new feature. Stealth has provided a high-level
description of this functionality [38]. The description is reasonable but insufficient to
rigorously evaluate the security of this functionality.
2. The policy checks were quite limited. Policy range blacklisting didn’t work and more
expressivity is necessary for the query structure checks. Stealth’s policy check capabilities were very different than those requested for the pilot. The Stealth team had
limited time to support the requested rules and made some progress; they believe it is
possible to support these rules with additional work [38].
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